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Vets To Offer Alternative Counseling

by Marc Blumenthal
The" Veterans Coalition for
Community Affairs will offer
alternative counseling in opposition to U.S. Marine recruitment on campus on Monday,
March 8. The Coalition has an
active membership of about 50,
with representation from all four
armed services.
According to coalition member,
Gordon Roberts the group was
formed two years ago at the
University of Massachusetts at
Amherst. The Coalition was
originally created to promote.

among others, health care and
school benefits available to
veterans.
Within the last year, the
Coalition nas become involved in
different issues. It is concerned
with the presence of the military
and the military-industrial complex on college and university
campuses.
Recently, the coalition has put
together an anti-military slide
show based on Vietnam. The show
has been presented at five or six
high schools in the Amherst area.

Members plan to expand the
program.
Roberts said the Coalition has
also become involved in the
military discharge question. It is
devoting considerable time to a
campaign to expose the alleged
faults in the military justice
system.
The Coalition hopes to include
the issue of the military justice
system in its program here at
Trinity on March 8. Roberts said
ex-marines will come to Trinity.
They hope to go over what the

marine recruiters present and to
offer pre-enlistment counseling
with the aid of their literature.
Roberts emphasized that the
counseling the Coalition offers
stems from the actual experience
of people who have been intimately
involved with the military.
According to Christopher Shinkman, career counselor, the
Coalition will have the opportunity
to present their point in the career
counseling office with the Marines.
The groups will be in separate
rooms, however.

Minority Weekend Termed Success
by Diane Schwartz
Letters sent out early February
inviting minority student applicants to visit Trinity from
Thursday, February 26 to Sunday,
February 29 stated that the
students would have "the opportunity to acquaint themselves
with both the academic and social
life at Trinity." Approximately
fifty people accepted the invitation.
The weekend was financed by
the Admissions Office and was
arranged with the co-operation of
that office, the dean of students.
Trinity Coalition of Blacks, La Voz
Latina. and the Trinity Asian
Organization.
Larry Oou, assistant director of
admissions, said the idea, to
organize the weekerid stemmed
from the faculty's interest for
aiding minority students and
giving them a "hopefully positive"
and accurate impression of
Trinity.
Donna L. Irish, assistant
director of admissions said that
many minority students never see
the schools to which they have
applied. The Minority Visitation
Weekend enables the visitors "to
discover for themselves what
college life is like at Trinity," and
allows them "to get a total picture" of the campus and the social
atmosphere, classes, services and
opportunities that are available.
The high school students live
predominantly in a geographical
extending in a 2 to 3 hour
from Hartford. Some
students traveled from as,far away
as Philadelphia. Buffalo, and
\ »-ginia. All the visitors have
applied to Trinity for admission
and are awaiting notification of
their acceptance.

Several changes have been
implemented since the first such
weekend was organized at Trinity
by Dow, Mohamed Jibrell in the
dean of students office, and Max
Paulin, former freshman liason
and assistant director of admission.
Originally, it was difficult to
identify minority students on the
basis of their college applications,
unless a photograph was included.
Current applications contain an
optional question that Dow said he
hopes "is in no way offensive" that
asks the applicant to identify
himself with a racial or ethnic
group.
In the past, the weekend has
been scheduled later in the year,
and •prttSpectiVg-fresShman had a
better idea of whether they had
been accepted by Trinity. Dow said
that there was a 100% correlation
between the students who attended
the weekend and those who
returned to Trinity the following
September for the start of school.
Dow said that the weekend was
held earlier this year due to
"administrative reasons" concerning vacations and when the
college could aecomodate the guest
students. It is "more convenient"
to have it now because it frees the
school from commiting itself to
promises regarding acceptances
and financial aid.
The events scheduled for the
weekend began with the arrival of
the students Thursday afternoon
and continued through to their
departure aboard a chartered bus
to New York City Sunday morning.
During their stay on campus, the
visitors were housed with Trinity
student volunteers.
The prospective freshmen at-

tended classes Friday and met
with minority faculty members.
Irish said that many of the visitors
are looking beyond undergraduate
degrees, and view college as a "6 to
8 year investment."
A reception Friday night was
attended by the guest students,
faculty, administrators, and
current Trinity minority students.
Other activities included preprofessional meetings, admissionsfinancial aid group sessions, a
party, and attendance at the
Trinity-U Hart basketball game.
"We definitely feel as though
they've gotten something out of it,"
commented Dow on past

weekends, "otherwise it would be a
waste to have another one." He
said that the reaction of the college
community has always been
"pretty positive." Dow said that
"people are sensitive to what our
goals are.' Both he and Irish I
praised the Trinity student hosts
for their "commitment."
A Trinity student who acted as a
hostess during this weekend said
the guests "took an interest in the
school in whatever was going on."
She said the program gives the
students a chance to know the
school from their own experience,
and not just what they read in the
catalog.

Roberts urged the Trinity
community to stop in to hear what
the Coalition members have to say
and to pick up some of their
literature.

Tentative
Counseling
Schedule
The following "is the tentative
schedule for alternative counseling
by the Veteran's Coalition on
Monday, March 8. This schedule is
subject to change.
9:30 or 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Members of the Veteran's
Coalition will offer alternative
counseling in protest of military
recruitment on campus. Anyone
interested may talle with the vets
at a gathering on the Long Walk
outside of the Career Counseling
office, Seabury 45.
9:00
An informal discussion will be
held among students, faculty, and
administration to air different
viewpoints on issues concerned
with Marine recruitment on
campus. Place to be announced.

Econ Majors Work A Little Harder
by Diane Molleson
Changes in requirements for
economic majors were announced
last Tuesday, February 24th.

department.
These changes apply to the
undeclared major and will take
effect next September.. "The
changes were made due to concern
Before the modifications were in the department about proper
made, the major requirements sequential development of the
were nine courses in the depart- courses," said Robert Battis,
ment beyond Economics 101, in- department chairman.
cluding
Economics
301,
Microeconomic Theory, and 302,
"Previously, we found students
Macroeconomic Theory.
coming in to declare majors after
The above requirements are still having had several courses in
in effect, but now "students must Economics that had not followed
take Economics 101 and one other any form of sequential develop200 leyel course before taking ment; these students had never
Economics 301 and302. In addition, even come to the department
a minimum of four elective courses before to get advice," he said.
in the department must be at the "Students should obtain advice
300 or 400 level, including at least from the beginning," he added.
one seminar," stated a recent
report issued by the Economics
The few prospective Economic
majors interviewed "accepted"
the modifications made. One said
that while the "new changes will
increase competition," he felt that
in general, "The department would
be improved by them." Another
student said, "The modifications
provide for smaller classes, and
this will greatly improve the
quality of the courses."
One sophomore mentioned that
he felt the changes were "superficial. The 300 and 400 level courses
now required by the department
would probably be taken by the
economics major anyway," he
said.
Another student felt that
although the major is now much
"tougher", he felt that when he
"finished, he would be very well
prepared."
The junior and senior majors
interviewed who are not affected
by the modifications called them
"a good idea." However, these
Photo oy Ai Moore

students were "not sure" how they
would react if the changes affected
them.
One junior said he felt that the
modifications
were
quite
"necessary" since before students
could easily go through the major
just by sitting in the back of large
classes, and pulling at least a C."
"Students thus emerged without
the ability to write cohesive
reports, and speak clearly on the
subject," he said..
One senior said "the idea of
proper sequential development of
the courses is good, sincebefore, in
some calsses, the teacher did not
know exactly where to direct the
class since students were coming
in with totally different level
courses behind them. Economic
majors
need more basic
requirements; it was too easy
before."
Certain modifications have also
been made in the Honors Program.
The statement issued by the
economics department said
"Junior major students eligible for
honors will be determined by the
department. Those who qualify
may elect to enter the Program.
The candidates will be selected on
•the basis of superior work in their
departmental and cognate courses."
The statement went on, "The
honors candidates, towards the end
of their junior year, must prepare
a prospectus of a thesis which must
be accepted by the department. In
the senior year, these candidates
must take Economics ; 441-442,
complete their thesis, and take a
general examination. Honors will
be awarded on the basis of the
quality of the work in Economics
441-442
and
a
general
examination."
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Student Fund Finances Few Workers Salaries

financial payment or academic
additional campus jobs.
through and the final process of
credit to key organizational
Lee's
main
hesitation
is
that
this
billing and re-billing.
positions at Trinity. These include
practice
can
set
potentially
"This commission provides the
SGA President, Budget Committee
proper incentive to obtain ad- dangerous precedents. "Couldn't Chairman, Tripod Editor and
every
organization
benefit
from
a
vertising", Essey explained, adWRTC Station Manager. Essey
ding that advertising revenue is a good incentive?" Lee asked.
An SGA committee is now for- concluded that this may again
substantial part of the Tripod
involve setting precedents.
budget. He estimated that 98 ming to investigate possible
percent of all college newspapers
contract
their
advertising
managers. Essey shares the
position of advertising manager
with Roxanne McKee.
SGA President, Steve Kayman
feels it is best to examine every
case where individual students are
paid for their services to an
Claims Court," he said. While
organization.
by Sheila Driscoll
"This practice is best to avoid
For the past year, ConnPIRG at Complaint Center Counselors do
whenever possible, unless there is Trinity has operated a student-run not advise as to legal action or
a definite need to hire a certain complaint center that aids students rights, the ConnPIRG lawyer is
service. If it is a justified ex- who have conflicts with businesses available to advise them on such
issues.
penditure, then student money or landlords.
"The procedures of a Small
should be used," he said.
According to Stan Goldich, head
Kayman said he thinks student of the Trinity chapter of Conn- Claims Court are relatively simple
employees will work more PIRG, the complaint center has and consumers do not need a
profitably in all cases, as opposed been fairly effective. "In most lawyer to present their case," said
to non-student help.
cases, we've resolved to the Zelinger. However, ConnPIRG will
David Lee, associate dean of student's satisfaction, complaints aid the student in such procedures
student services, sees the issue as we've received, but we wonder if as writing a demand letter, filing
a philosophical question in most most students at Trinity are aware the complaint, subpoenaeing
witnesses, and presenting the case,
cases.
"Ideally,
student of the service we offer."
organizations on campus should be
ConnPIRG has helped to resolve in court.
volunteer," he said.
The ConnPIRG Consumer'
such student complaints as
He said he feels that once security deposits for apartments, Complaint Center, located next to
members are paid, it becomes a defective
tires,
mail-order the Print Shop in Mather, is open
business. "If interest can't be mishaps, erroneous bills, and a Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thurcarried out in an organization clock radio that short-circuited sday, from 2:30 to 5:00. Goldich
said, "We urge any student with a
without a stipend, perhaps there is causing a fire in a dorm room.
no need for it on campus," Lee
Bob Zelinger, new head of the consumer-type complaint to stop
added.
Complaint Center, explained the by. Often, just the fact that a
Lee also said that paying general procedure ConnPIRG consumer advocate agency is
representing the individual will
students for some services might follows in handling complaints.
provide an incentive to do the best
"First we write a letter, and then result in some compliance from the
job possible — and also create we call the place of business in an business involved." There will be a
attempt to clarify and resolve the general ConnPIRG meeting open
prpblem. When a company refuses to all next Tuesday March 2. in
to satisfy what we believe is a just Alumni Lounge of Mather Campus
complaint of a student, we Center Complex.
by Howard Sherman and Ken Grossman
stometimes recommend that the
Since the introduction of the new r e q u i r e m e n t s t i m u l a t e s none addressed the possibility of a student take the case to Small
reduction
in
course-credit
curriculum in 1968, Trinity enrollment in what the student
students have periodically felt perceives as easier courses to requirements without some adcompelled to question • the allow him toconcentrate on his ditional demand or restraint upon
graduation requirement of 36 specialty."
• -.,- the students. The committee felt
course credits. : .
Responding to the 1973 petition, a that a reduction to 34 course
A variety of student petitions Curriculum Committee Sub- credits while maintaining the
comprised
of present flexibility, would only
asking for reduction in the committee
Dear ConnPIRG:
such an occurance from haprequirement and offering alter- Professors Macro and Haberlandt, reduce present standards.
One proposal called for a
l a m a sophomore at Trinity with pening, all toys for young children
natives to the present system have Dean Winslow and P. Basch '74,
been circulated. Similarly, the discussed the requirement issue. reduction in the number of courses a three year old brother, Johnny. I should be inspected very carefully
Curriculum Committee has in- They examined the question of how required for graduation to 34 with recently bought him a Binky toy before purchase. The accident
vestigated the question on more lo "quantify" a liberal arts degree, the stipulation that each student rattle for his birthday. Somehow he caused by the Binky toy rattle
several possible options to the either take a General College broke it, releasing the beads in- should be reported both to the store
than one occasion.
As a 1973 student petition in- requirement, and also the validity examination or a comprehensive side. He swallowed some of these manager and to the U.S. Consumer
dicates, the student body is strong of the arguments put forth in the examination in his major depart- and might have choked to death if Product Safety Commission,
ment. This proposal also included my father had not been able to Washington D.C. 20207. (Include a
and united in its sentiment that the student petition.
brief description, any stock or code
36 course requirement is burThe committee failed to reach a the alternative thai Students be force them from his throat.
I was wondering if you knew number that you can find, the
densome and prohibitive.
definitive conclusion on quan- allowed to choose between
The petitions stated that the tifying a liberal arts degree. It whichever examination system whether this toy has caused name of the manufacturer, and the
reduction of the graduation stated: "Tosay that 40, 36, 34 or X was adopted and the,36 course problems elsewhere, or whether place the toy was obtained.)
my brother is just unusually
requirement from 36 to 34 courses course credits embody a 'proper' credit requirement.
destructive. If this toy is
would "allow students to have amount of learning for a BA degree
Dear ConnPIRG:
dangerous, what can be done about
more time to spend on other im- is difficult to say."
As a recent graduate of Trinity, l
The
most
drastic
recomit?
portant activities, as well as on
The members took the view that
thought you might be able to help
Outraged me. Two months ago, I bought an
courses of special interest."
"a liberal arts education implied mendation called for a reduction to
34
course
credits
with
the
condition
A student petition of last spring the pursuit of a number of different
apartment that needed furnishing,
indicates no change in this sen- fields of study rather thoroughly that credit no longer be granted for. Dear Outraged:
I was attracted by an ad stating,
Advance
Placement,
taking
and
and the interaction of students with
This particular toy is quite "Three rooms of furniture for $188,
timent.
giving
of
student-taught
courses,
dangerous. It will very likely break includes complete living room,
Outlining the history of the 1968 faculty and with other liberal arts
curriculum change, Thomas students for a number of years." service as a teaching assistant, if dropped from 4-1/2 feet or if bedroom, dinette set. No previous
In evaluating the students' participation .on labs, physical some equivalent force is exerted
Smith, vice president, stated that
credit-rating needed."
grievance,
the committee stated education, and applied music.
upon it. If such an accident occurs,
the increased preparedness of
This sounded perfect for my
.
The
conclusion
of
the
committee
that
"the
students
petition
does
not
the
sharp
jagged
edges
a.nd.
the
many incoming freshman during
needs. I was so anxious to take
was
"to
retain-Bachelor's
degree
ask
for
a
reduction
of
work
load
as
small ingestable beads constitute a advantage of this bargain that 1
the late 60's was instrumental in
lowering the requirement from 40 such, but for a re-distribution of it. requirement of 36 course credits, serious hazard to the small immediately took off for CamIt asks for the-opportunity to study but to allow students to accumulate children for whom the toy is sold.
to 36 credits.
bridge Central Square to a store
This is only one of a number of called Brooks Furniture Company.
Smith explained that students each of 34 courses more deeply two of these course credits in
than
would
be
possible
for
each
of
physical'
education
classes.
toys that has not met the Consumer
entering Trinity had already taken
However, one course credit Product Commission's safety I left the store having committed
:
a variety of courses in high school 36 courses."
myself to a three room furniture
While several alternative plans presently remains, the limit for standards yet has not been banned
that had previously been available
.
Continued on page 5
from store shelves. To prevent
only on the college or university were devised by the committee. such courses. \
level. Said Smith, "The faculty
sensed this increased preparedness and took advantage of it." He
said, "A conscious effort was made
to expand the boundaries of the
courses, and intensify course
content." Smith added that with
this expansion, came an increase
in course preparation and research
time and resulted in a reduction of
the course load.
Concerning the possibility of
lowering the credit requirement to
32 credits, Smith said that if this
decision was carried out "without
taking advantage of the opportunity it would give the student
to intensify his studies," he would
see no merit in it.
In discussing the present credit
requirement, Smith mentioned
that students have a tendency to
concentrate on two or three
courses that "require their full
time." Consequently,- he concluded, "The five course

by Scotte Gordon
According to Jim Essey,
chairman of the Student Government Association Budget Committee (SGABC), there is only one
case where students are paid
directly by the Student Activities
Fund for their services to an
organization on campus.
The two student secretaries in
the Student Government Office are
paid out of the Student Activities
Fund for approximately fifteen
hours work per week.
"Student Government is the
most instrumental organization on
campus", Essey said, "which
creates the necessity for part-time
secretarial help." He pointed out
that they work only a minimal
amount of time.
The Student Activities Fund is
renewed annually through a $66
dollar charge to each student included on the tuition bill. The total
$134,000 is then administered by
the
SGABC
to
various
organizations on campus.
As a result of its new
organization, this year's Budget
Committee must approve each
instance where a student is paid
from student money. Their policy
as stated in The Handbook of the
Student Government Association
Budget Committee is as follows:
"'Students, other individuals, or
groups may be paid for services
only when said services may not
reasonably be obtained lessexpensively elsewhere. Standard
procedure dictates that members
of an organization should not be
paid for staffing their own event,
unless some unusual cir-

cumstances prevent use of
voluntary staff. The SGABC shall
judge complaints made concerning
violations of this rule on the basis
of the reasonableness of the
assertion that less expensive
means of obtaining comparable
services could not have been found.
If an organization has any doubt
concerning the reasonableness of
an expense in this regard, it should
consult the SGABC in advance."
Essey said Audio Visual is a
second case where students are
paid indirectly from the Student
Activities Fund. Technicians from
this organization are often hired to
run their equipment at functions
sponsored by other groups on
campus. The sponsor will pay the
Audio Visual Treasury for services
rendered, which in turn reimburses the individual member for
his or her time.
Essey also cited the less frequent
instances where MBOG or the Folk
Society may pay a student a small
fee fora performance. "Unless it is
absolutely necessary we don't pay
students on campus", Essey explained. "In the interests of
finances and fairness we keep this
to a minimum."
Essey clarified that the Budget
Committee does not allot any
money to The Tripod for their
practice of contracting two student
advertising managers. These two
managers are paid a ten percent
commission from the revenue they
bring in. The commission is intended to reimburse the approximately ten hours weekly
spent soliciting advertisers,
following the advertisements

Students Complain
to Center

36 Remains the Required Number

ConnPIRG

Advice for Gonsumers
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Classroom Overcrowding Plagues
Liberal Arts Colleges

by Susan Grier
One of the major advantages of a
liberal arts education at a private
institution has always been the low
student-faculty ratio which enables
students to establish and maintain
direct interactions with their
professors both in and out of the
classroom.
Due to the rising costs of
providing this kind of education,
many smaller liberal arts colleges
are "having to tighten their belts
and cut back on such advantages
as a large faculty. The result is an
increasing number of large classes
in subject areas that are taught
most effectively in smaller classes.
With this trend so prevalent in
the 100 private colleges, it is easy
and natural for a student at Trinity
to point to his 127-member history
class and panic at its size, fully
convinced that the quality of his
education cannot be going
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anywhere but downhill.
Before he jumps to any such
conclusions, the Trinity student
should step back and try to put
together a more realistic picture of
the entire scope of his four years of
courses. He just might be surprised and maybe even impressed
with what he sees.
He will see some large classes.
As Dean Spencer said in reference
to the subject, we have to
"realistically expect a substantial
number of large courses." Spencer
sees no objection to large classes
as long as the subject can be taught
effectively; he himself has taught
classes of 155 students.
According to Spencer, large
courses are justified because they
free personnel for courses that
demand small enrollment. This
means that while one's Physics 104
class, may be made up of 148
students, his Physics 313 class will

Hillel Lives

by Martin Kanoff
Trinity Hillel has been growing House. And, some people even
this term. The opening event in learned and will be able to learn
January attracted more than fifty about programs to Israel from
students, along with members of several sessions sponsored by the
Jewish Community Center, aided
the religion department.
This "new" activity of a purely by its Israeli emissary Geula
social gathering with refreshments Janovsky.
Another such program will be
proved so successful that a
"belated Purim party" has been held on Sunday, March 28, from
scheduled for Sunday night, March four until eight-thirty at the Jewish
28. Come on down to 30 Crescent St. Community Center, with speakers
between 9 and whenever and enjoy holding informal discussions about
yourself before that long month of all types of programs to
Israel—short-term, long-term,
April.
academic, kibbutz, and
The Apprenticeship of Duddy Aliyah,
others—along
with various booths
Kravitz drew the largest crowds in serving varieties
of Israeli cuisine.
recent Hillel history with over 130
will be available.
students piling into McCook Transportation
The Israeli Dance group has
Auditorium. Once again, Movie-of- been
doing wonderfully. Rumor
the-Month was well appreciated at has it that
may be performing
Trinity. Look for a movie in April sometime they
in the future. Even if
and one in May (celebrating Israeli you're not
that theatricallyIndependence Day) coming up on
minded,
you
can
still join them as
the calendar.
they "dance their way to heaven"
Educationally speaking, the
on Wednesday evenings in the
successes have not been great in '•' Washington Room, 7:30 to 9.
terms of numbers of people. The
All told, Trinity Hillel is alive
Teach-in on Zionism imparted
and thriving. While facing the
knowledge to many and attracted
normal difficulty of college
participants from throughout the
students attempting to break away
greater Hartford area. Art
from their past homelife, Hillel has
Waskow ruffled a few feathers with
managed to separate itself from its
his view on the Middle East
"Establishment" role and assert
situation and on a better Bicenthat it is an organization of the
tennial celebration (Jubilee!).
students. For all those "out there",
Yiddish has had a revival at
come on in! You're always more
Trinity; the Free University
than welcome.
course is still meeting on Tuesday
nights, starting at 7:45 at Hillel

ConnPIRG Refund
In accordance with contractual obligations, the Connecticut Public Interest Research Group (ConnPIRG) will
refund this semester's $2.00 contribution to any full-time,
registered undergraduate who does not wish to support
ConnPIRG's activities. Refunds will be available on Wednesday and Thursday, March 3 & 4, from 9-12 a.m. and 1-5
p.m. in the ConnPIRG office, located downstairs in Mather.

only be shared by 6 others.
A lower level introductory
course in which there is a lot of
general information to cover can
justifiably be large so that upper
level courses and seminars which
are more in-depth and intense can
be smaller in enrollment.
In spite of what one may think,
those 100-plus classes are rare;
during the 1975 Christmas term,
there were only 3 of such courses
offered: History 207, Physics 104,
and Psychology 101. Only 12 of the
fall term classes had enrollments
of 50-100.
Spencer offered several other
considerations which should be
taken into account when pursuing
this issue. With changing academic
trends, every few years a shift in
course enrollment patterns occurs
more rapidly than the college can
handle; the faculty cannot be
rearranged quickly enough to meet
demands of the shift.
The present trend is occurring in
Economics. Since a larger number
of students are enrolling in these
courses than ever before, the
college is having to gradually
move faculty into positions which
will cover these numbers. The
immediate solution is to increase
the size of lower level economics
courses.
Spencer also mentioned the
great number of varied activities
that the faculty is asked to do. In
order to be able to offer some very
unique courses which might be
valuable but appeal to only a few
students, the college has to also
offer some very large courses.
Spencer feels that the quality of
education would suffer rather than
improve if all large classes were
done away with. But he added, "I
don't believe they are going to
become the dominant kind of
course in the college."
Spencer commented that Trinity
is fortunate in that it has not had to
cut back like other schools; "optimistically, we can maintain the
current faculty size, and that will
tend to moderate the problem of
course size."
* The English department is
frequently criticized for its
oversized classes and for its
practice of shutting out non-majors
from certain courses. Most
students would agree that because
of the discussion-oriented nature of
the subject, English courses should
ideally be kept as small as
possible.
The overcrowding problem in
this department is distinct from
that of others; the English
department does not seek to
balance some very large introductory courses with some
small upper level courses as most
other departments do. Instead, it
strives to maintain a medium to
small enrollment in all classes in
order to allow for informal
discussion. Classes thus fill up
quickly, many are stretched to
accommodate more students than
first intended, and some students
are shut out of some courses.

Photo by Rich Ruchman

Present at the recent Symposium on Southern Africa were, (from left to right) Mohamed
Jibrell, Tom Reilly, McKim Steele, Leonard Tsumba, and James Killer The symposium
was held to discuss various issues brought to the face by recent events in Angola. The effect
of the Liberation Movement on the countries in that area was the dominant topic.

Jeff Dufresne and Greg Potter busily getting BRUNT off
the ground.

BRUNT Kicks
Off First Issue
BRUNT, Trinity College's first
fantasy, science-fiction and comic
magazine will be rolling off the
presses during early April, claim
the two founders of the publication,
Jeff Dufresne and Greg Potter.

prose pages. Zip-a-tone or ben-day
dots are acceptable for art work.
For those students interested in
doing cover art, comic strips or a
special project for BRUNT, the
editors ask that they be consulted
first. All contributions should be
sent to either Jeff Dufresne (Box
715) or Greg Potter (Box 1729). The
final deadline is Wednesday March
31.

According to Dufresne, the
campus's response to the BRUNT
survey which was administered
last December proved "very encouraging." "So far, we have
According to Dufresne, the
about forty prospective contributors and anticipate that the financing for the first issue of the
first issue will run between 25 to 30 magazine was in part made
possible by an ad hoc funding by
pages," said Dufresne.
the
Student
Government
"We were motivated to publish Association Budget Committee.
such a magazine," said Potter, The loan for an undisclosed
when a lot of students approached amount will be used for the
us last fall wishing to find a new publishing and publicity of
type of creative outlet for their BRUNT. The magazine will be
interests in science fiction fantasy available to prospective buyers at
and other related unconventional the price of 30* per copy.
genre."
Potter expressed hope that
The editors ask that all con- regular issues of the magazine will
tributing work for BRUNT take the be published next year, and that all
form of short stories, poems, comic profit from the magazine's first
strips or general art. All prose and issue will be used for that purpose.
poetry should be typed double He also added that the publication
spaced. All art work should be no will be opened to sales outside of
larger than 17" by 22" and should the Trinity community, BRUNT
be in black ink rather than in wash will be nationally advertised in the
or colors. There is a need for full Buyer's Guide For Comic Fandom
page drawings as well as small which has a current circulation of
spot drawings (approximately 2 approximately 20.000.
1/4" by 2 1/2"") to spruce up the

Trustees Vote On Rathskellar
by Jeanine Figur
Trinity is presently awaiting
written approval from the board of
trustees to formally designate
President Theodore Lockwood and
Vice President Thomas Smith as
the official backers for the
proposed Rathskeller said Smith.
The nod from the trustees will
enable the college to complete
their application to the state liquor
commission. Debate over the
backers of the Rathskeller has
delayed the progress of the
proposal.

there has been a substantial increase in the number of automobile
accidents involving young people
according to the Connecticut highway dept."
If Connecticut would raise the
drinking age, Smith is worried
about how this measure would
effect the student body—some
students will be able to use the
rathskeller, while others will be
excluded.

"Most students are 18 when they
enter Trinity, and if this age
barrier existed, I would definitely
disagree with the concept of a
"School officials did not want the rathskeller," said Smith.
trustees, or the actual corporation
of the school tied up in dispensing
Smith also mentioned the fact
beer," Smith said.
that no one in the administration
Smith said Ellen Mulqueen, had any previous experience in
assistant dean of student services, setting up this type of operation.
discovered the fact that another
institution had succeeded in ob"I personally would like to set up
taining a liquor license by a trial rathskeller in the dining hall
assigning certain members of the to see whether this would be a
actual administration as backers successful operation or not."
of the project.
Approval from the board of
Several students have accused trustees is expected within the next
Smith of losing interest in the two weeks, the application will be
proposed Rathskeller, and he sent to the commission imagreed with this statement.
mediately and the college must
"Recently Massachusetts raised then await their decision. Actheir drinking age to 19, and this cording to Smith, the commission
could possibly occur in Con- refused to give any preliminary
necticut. In fact, since the drinking responses concerning the passage
age was lowered from 21 to 18, of the liquor license.
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Eight In The Works

TOP Builds Kayaks In Mather Basement
by Brian Crockett
If you happened to see people
with surgical masks over their
faces walking in and out of a
storeroom in the basement of
Mather Hall last Sunday, don't be
alarmed. No strange creatures are
being created. But kayaks are.
At least eight 13-foot kayaks will
be built there this spring, including
the one and a half already completed. Various members of the
Trinity Outing Program are
creating the kayaks, including
Steve Usdin, Al Moore, Frank
Holmes, Sean O'Malley and Chris
Harris.
It was Al Moore's boat that was
being built Sunday afternoon in the
vapor filled room. The kayaks are
made of fiberglass cloth and a
polyester resin which hardens
after application to the cloth. The
cloth is draped over a mold and
then covered with the resin, which
is a fiberglass compound. Using
brushes and fingers, the resin is
carefully applied to the cloth,
which in turn is smoothed to
remove air bubbles.
The resin is much like an oil-base
paint, at least until it dries. Forty
minutes after being mixed,
fiberglass resin sets into a tough
sheet. The chemical reaction
taking place eventually turns any
leftover resin steaming hot.
Moore, Usdin, and company first
covered the top half of the mold
with one layer of cloth and resin,
and then two layers of cloth
covered by a thick application of
the resin. An extra layer of cloth
and resin was placed on the bottom
half for strength.
When both halves have set, they
are bolted together and someone
crawls inside to cover the seams
with more resin. When this is done,
the mold is given several good taps
(after the seamer is out of course) i
and the new kayak shell pops out.
"It's like giving birth," Usdin
grinned. A wax and release agent
prevents the shell from sticking to
the mold.
The kayak's not ready for the
water yet, however. Someone has
to crawl back inside the shell
again and sand the seams so the
flotation devices (either regular
kayak flotation equipment or

The approximate cost of these
homemade kayak shells is $125
compared to between $325 and $350
for company built shells. Another
$75 is generally needed for accessories.
Eight kayaks are being made in
this batch, according to temporary
director of TOP, Dave Lee. Three
are still unclaimed, and will go to
the first three persons who want to
build them. TOP will build them
for the organization, Lee continued, if no one wants to build
their own.
"It'll take another eight orders
before we get another bulk shipment of materials," Lee explained,
He added that he is looking around
for a deal of some kind for accessory equipment.
Avid kayakers will have a
chance to float or sink in April,
when TOP has at least four trips
planned. Outings include trips on
the Salmon River on April 10,
kayaking and canoeing on the
Farmington River one week later,
canoeing on Mashapaug Lake in
Union, Conn., on April 24, and
kayaking and canoeing on the
Housatonic River on April 25. Two
canoes are being asked for by Lee
in next year's budget for an expanded canoe/kayak program.
Lee is currently working on the
spring program. The recently
elected board of directors will take
over a good deal of TOP'S
Photo by Al Moore
operation, Lee said, as he is finding
the program growing faster than
A kayak in the making. Fiberglass cloth is being applied to a mold by (1. to r.) Mary Ellen
he can keep up with.
Moore, senior Frank Holmes. The cloth is then covered with a colored resin which sets into a
Summer programs are now
hard shell. Over eight kayaks will be built this spring in the basement of Mather.
being tentatively worked out, Lee
continued, including trips to Rocky
Mountain National Park in
Colorado, the Cascades in
Washington, and to the Olympics.
A trip is also being tentatively
arranged to Kashmir with
infirmary with headaches, tem- Medical authorities think that this President Lockwood.
by Will Matthews
is
the
first
time
the
strain
has
peratures, body aches, diarrhea,
and Diane Molleson
sore throats and other symptoms appeared in the country.
For those of you still suffering
The first two weeks in February caused by the infamous disease.
were a particularly dark time for There was an all time high of seven from the flu-Get Well Soon!
Trinity College for a grand total of students-in-residence in the in881 students. Almost two-thirds of firmary. This week and last, there
the students were struck down by has been an average of four to five
the flu!!!!!
students in the infirmary.
The school nurse commented
The flu strain that weakened
by Fred Borgenicht
that during the first week in such a great part of the student
February, approximately 100 flu- body is the Victoria A strain. It has
striken students a day entered the a life span of about 3-4 days.
The International House is a
special dorm serving a very
special purpose. "What is the
lifestyle of Nigeria?" "How do
people marry in Switzerland?"
beach balls) don't get gouged. The
complete process for building the
shell takes from between four and
six hours.
Fiberglass footbraces will
eventually be fitted, as well as a
seat and rubber spray skirts. An
additional week is needed to finish
the kayak. While the accessories
are being added, another shell can

be made from the mold.
One ot 'the advantages of
fiberglass kayaks, Usdin said, is
that should the underside receive a
good whack from a hidden and
malicious rock in white water,
repair is relatively cheap and easy.
"Usually the shell remains intact, but the inside layers pulverize
to dust," Usdin explained. "All we

have to do is cut out that area and
patch it up with fiberglass."
The Trinity Outing Program
mold came from a mold at the
Westminster School in Simsbury,
Conn., that was made on the mold
used at Dartmouth for the Olympic
racing team's kayaks. Westminster has about 30 operable
kayaks.

HachoO !900 Get The Flu

Go
International

"What is the main dish in Peru?"
The International House is a
dorm where students interested in
sharing their culture and learning
about others can get together.
(This does not exclude native U.S.
citizens who have never left their
hometown.) To some extent, it is
also an experience in traveling, a
special kind of traveling-and very
cheap.

What's New?

Tee Shirts Are In!
We have them

5 V.
by Will Mathews

in all siies and colo.r.s-"f
along with the largest selection of decals anywhere

SUMMER ROUNDTRIP
NEW YORK TO LONDON

to put on them.

$265

We can also put your favorite
group, club, or team
right on the tee shirt!
Not interested in tee shirts?
We have a complete line of
pipes, papers, bongs, incense, etc., too.

MUST RESERVE 65
DAYS IN ADVANCE.
CALLTOLLFREE
9 TO 9
(800) 847-7194
NOVA CHARTER CORP.
ITHACA, NEW YORK

Come See Us

RESEARCH

FUN TEES II

f ftEE CATALOG!

At The
Capaco Shopping Center—Bloomfield
(Ca II242-2622 for easy directions)
SPECIAL: Bring in this ad and we'll give you a 10% discount on any purchase over $1.00.

Write or call for your copy of our
latest catalog of over 5,000 research studies. These studies are
designed to HELP YOU IN THE
PREPARATION of:
• Research Papers
• Essays
» Case Studies
• Speeches
• Book Reviews'

Each person living in the dorm
must place a map of his/her
country and something typical of
the area in which they were living
on the wall. Walking through the
halls of the International House,
you will learn where some countries are located. The atmosphere
will be very relaxed.
If you are interested in living in
the International House next year,
pick up an application form at
Mather front desk. Applications
are due March 31.
If you have any questions, ideas,
or suggestions, contact me in
person, or through the campus
mail; Box #38.

FRAMES BY THE STARS
*

-Swank
* - Riviera
* - Exportirnar

RLX

WE ALSO DO CUSTOM WRITING

MINUTE RESEARCH
1360 N Sandburg. «1602
Chicago. Illinois 60610
312-337-2704

100 JEFFERSON ST.

522-6769
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Election News
Carter Smiles to Victory in N.H
NBC poll, Carter's main strength
by Steve Titus
came from Democratic voters who
Jimmy Carter firmly established "liked his personality." Udall's
himself as the front-runner in the supporters "liked his views," and
race for the
Democratic considered honesty an important
nomination for President by element in their choice. The poll
winning the New Hampshire also revealed the following:
primary Tuesday, February 24.
—Carter tended to receive
The former Governor of Georgia support from lower-income
received 30% of the vote to 24% for groups, while Udall gained
his closest rival, Rep. Morris Udall strength among Democrats with
of Arizona.
incomes over $15,00.
Indiana Senator Birch Bayh
finished third with 16%, former
—Students clearly favored
Oklahoma Senator Fred Harris Udall, although Harris also drew a
fourth with 11%, and Sargent significant portion of the youth
Shriver fifth with 9%.
vote. Harris also received most of
The write-in candidacy of Hubert the black vote, which is exHumphrey polled 6%, and Ellen ceptionally small in New HampMcCormack, the anti-abortion shire.
candidate, received only 1% of the
vote.
—Carter scored well with lessCarter's victory came as a educated voters. He polled 50% of
surprise to no one. With the liberal those with less than an 8th grade
vote splintered among four can- education. Udall's strength indidates (Udall, Bayh, Harris and creased among college graduates.
Shriver), Carter was left with the
bulk of moderate and conservative
The poll also showed that Udall
Democratic votes.
The real winner in the primary was the second choice of more
may have been Morris Udall. He voters than any other candidate,
merged as the clear victor among suggesting that Udall might win in
the four candidates vying for a two-man race with Carter.
liberal votes, coming closer to However, a New York Times-CBS
Carter's total than Birch Bayh's poll concluded that a race between
Carter and Udall alone would have
did to Udall's.
been as close as the Ford-Reagan
The results are expected to have contest on the Republican side.
considerable impact on the
Udall and Carter seem to be
Massachusetts primary March
2nd, where many liberals are said aware that they, along with
Senator Henry Jackson from
to be undecided.
Carter and Udall had the earliest Washington are the leading conestablished and most effective tenders for the nomination. The
campaign organizations. This was Boston Globe reported that they
an important aspect of their im- have engaged in gentle criticism of
each other this past week in hopes
pressive showings at the polls.
Birch Bayh was handicapped by of gaining an edge in Tuesday's
a late start. He originally hoped to crucial Massachusetts primary.
According to the Globe, Carter
defeat Udall, but in the late stages
of the campaign this strategy was suggested that Udall's Presidential
modified to finishing a strong effort is really a campaign for
Arizona's vacating Senate seat in
third.
disguise.
Fred Harris suffered from
serious financial difficulties, and
Udall's criticisms of Carter are
lacked an efficient organization. more concerned with the issues of
Although his workers were said to the campaign. In an interview with
be the most energetic and the Globe, Udall referred to
dedicated- of any candidate, most Carter's ambiguous positions on
of them came from other states. some issues by saying, "You really
Harris also seems to have over- can't be for labor and against
estimated the issue-orientation of labor. You can't be for abortion
New Hampshire's voters.
and against abortion. You can't be
Shriver's candidacy is still not for busing and against busing."
taken seriously and most analysts
On Sunday's Face the Nation
expect him to drop out if he doesn't
attract substantial support in the program, Udall said Carter's
fence-straddling was part of a
Massachusetts primary.
According to a Boston Globe- carefully-planned strategy, but he

ConnPIRG Column
d

Continued from page 2

eal totaling $749.75. Oddly
enough,
I left with a smile. I was
ha
PPy to have my apartment
totally furnished and felt that I was
given a special deal.
But things soon turned sour. The
store insisted I pay $12 a week
rather than the $48 a month we had
agreed upon. They said if I didn't,
they would ruin my credit rating.
*o every week I paid. Then I
discovered that the furniture was
cheap soft wood, not walnut as I
"ad been led to assume. I was
Wormed that the wholesale value
™ what I had bought was not more
tnan $250. I know now that I was
hiked. What should I do?
Taken
Dear Taken:
You have been victimized by a
common
sales technique known as
•»rt u nd S w i t c h - combining illegal
«ia high pressure sales tactics,
Product misrepresentation,
narassrnent and false threats. The
store never intended to sell the $188
the t

pnH

S

•'

USt

"

Sed t0 lure V0U int0

Our credlt

was
never
r e•d^ You did not
need
t0

civ
?P fclve them a

payment each week.
nmV U ' e n o t obligated to pay
anythmg not specified in the

original contract. In fact, the
credit rating system is largely a
myth, often perpetrated by unscrupulous and dishonest merchants to take advantage of unwary consumers.
The store in question has teen
identified by MassPIRG as a
regular perpetrator of the bait and
switch sales ploy. This practice is
illegal, and you should insist on a
refund of your money, suing if
necessary. The Attorney General
should also be notified of this incident so that further legal action
might be taken. Various PIRGs
have
recommended
that
newspapers refuse to publish
advertisements from stores shown
to be violators of consumer
protection laws, at least until there
is evidence that they will comply
with the law.
,
.
A free society depends on the will
of the people to govern themselves.
When people give up they get
taken. And when people are
knowledgeable and organized, they
win We've begun to win. Got a
consumer-related problem, write
"Dear ConnPIRG", box 1597 or box
1444. Maybe we can help you tell
you who can.

refused to call Carter "deceptive."
Asked by the New York TimesCBS researchers to describe their
candidate's political philosophy,
Carter supporters differed in their
opinions; 17% called him liberal,
46% moderate, and 37% conservative.
The results of the poll, published
in the New York Times, also show
that Carter ran third behind Udall
and Fred Harris among those who
felt consistency on the issues was
an important consideration in their
choice. However, this group
consisted of only 14% of the
Democrats.
Carter's critics are increasingly
outspoken and seem to be growing
in number. According to The
Boston Globe, many complaints
about Carter were aired at the
midwinter National Governors'
Conference last week. Among
them: Carter wants to eliminate
states from the federal revenuesharing program; he proposed a
pro-Nixon resolution during the
Watergate scandals; he supported
George Wallace in several
gubernatorial contests; he has
continually misled governors
about his intentions.
One member said, "He tells
everyone what they want to hear.
Then if confronted with a
discrepancy, he denies it."
Wisconsin Governor Patrick
Lucey is still disillusioned with

Carter's refusal to back George
McGovern's Presidential candidacy in 1972, the Globe reported.
Carter has also been damaged in
recent weeks by accusations of
dishonesty and deceitful behavior
by Lester Maddox, his former It.
governor.
Other critics point out that while
Carter was Governor of Georgia,
he organized a day in William
Calley's honor, calling him a
"scapegoat."
Former Atlanta Constitution
editor Reg Murphy wrote an article for The New Republic in
which he argued that there are
important differences between the
real Jimmy Carter and the image
he projects. Murphy asserted that
"plastic surgeons" have made
Carter a formidable national
figure.

revealed
that
Carter's
reorganization scheme "consisted
basically of adding a Superstructure of about 25 Superheads of
Superdepartments to Supervise the
grunts who had been doing the
work all along. The number of
grunts rose from 49,000 to 60,000
during his tenure."
If Carter retains his front-runner
status, he will be subjected to
closer scrutiny than he has been so
far. When the press looks into
Carter's past, Murphy says, they
"won't be quite as tempted to
produce a paper mache mask
because political campaigns aren't
covered that way anymore-thank
goodness."

Currently, Carter is focusing his
attention on the Massachusetts
primary. His pollster Pat Caddel]
said in an interview with the New
York Times that on the strength of
New Hampshire showing,
Murphy criticized Carter's the
Carter might place third or better
reorganization of the Georgia state in
the primary.
government.
Carter
tells
audiences that he reduced
Georgia's 300 agencies, boards,
The men who could do the most
and bureaus to less than 30 damage
to
Carter
in
manageable departments, im- Massachusetts are Henry Jackson
plying that he is an efficiency and George Wallace, neither of
expert equipped to tackle the whom made an effort in New
bloated federal bureaucracy.
Hampshire. Jackson predicts a
victory Tuesday, and Wallace,
Carter feels the subject is too while making no predictions, says
complicated for discussion on the he plans to "shake the eyeteeth of
campaign trail, but Murphy has the liberal establishment."

Commentary

Jimmy Who? Carter That's Who
promises and Jimmy will do this.
by Alec Monaghan
His stands on various issues are
No longer are people asking the
question, "Jimmy who?" After critical, though, and deserve some
Jimmy Carter's showing in the attention. Jimmy Carter and his
New Hampshire primary, where advisors decided early that the
with 29% of the vote he defeated
Udall and Bayh, we see how a once
obscure politician from the south post-Watergate public was worried
has become a formidable national about the loss of honesty and
contender. His success has been decency in Washington and from
due in part to his soft-spoken the start Jimmy has striven to
trustworthy charm, and partly to restore the public's faith. His code
his strong, effective, tireless of ethics stems from the belief that
campaigning. Ever since leaving the government in Washington
his governorship in January 1975 ought to be an inspiration to us all
he has been putting in twelve to and not a source of shame. He feels
fourteen hour days six days a that the "sweetheart arrangement
week. Right now, Jimmy is going between regulatory agencies and
full tilt in Florida in the hope the regulated industries must be
of—perhaps not winning—but broken up" and that the
finishing second to George "President ought to be personally
Wallace, in the first southern responsible for everything that
primary, Mr. Carter has not put as goes on in the Executive Branch of
much personal time or effort into the government."
campaigning in Massachusetts and
hopes to finish among the top three
there.
Concerning government efficiency, as Governor, Jimmy
Being a front-runner, one is Carter was extremely successful in
always open to attacks by the press implementing a system of zero
as well as by rival candidates and base budgeting. Zero base
their supporters. It seems like a budgeting involves an annual
weak attempt on the part of others review of funds allotted to certain
to try to redeem themselves by agencies. Not only the additional
openly criticizing Jimmy Carter, finances will be reviewed, but the
but that's politics. As Mr. Carter already existing budget will be
has indicated, he'd rather be a placed under close scrutinization.
front-runner and be in the news,
Jimmy Carter is a supporter of
than not be a front-runner and get the Equal Rights Amendment and
little or no coverage. The trust that believes in the equality of men and
people have for Jimmy will not and women.
should not be shaken by the
criticism he's now receiving.
Mr. Carter's position on Foreign
Policy is a viable one. He feels that
People criticize Jimmy for it is important that the United
running merely on a personality States Foreign Policy reflect the
platform and not an issue-oriented ideals of the people and of our
one. What Jimmy is doing is nation, based on lessons we have
disregarding the traditional learned from mistakes in the past.
Democratic ideological campaign He has a strong belief in keeping
oriented toward specific issues and the country militarily uninvolved
programs. Instead, he is waging a in the internal affairs of other
personality campaign aimed at nations.
Due to Jimmy's background
only the broadest kinds of pledges
and platform to avoid em- (nuclear scientist and former
barrassment later in Washington commander of an atomic subby not fulfilling specific promises. marine), his feelings on nuclear
The public wants a man that is weapons become clear. He says,
capable of carrying out his "the wild international atomic

race must stop." He would like to
see the reduction of nuclear
weapons in all nations of the world
to zero.
In view of the economy, Jimmy
would like to see jobs for all
Americans who want them. Thus
unemployment will be a major
concern of his as President. He
would also like to completely
revise the present tax system and
make it most of all comprehensible
to the average citizen.
He would like to see voluntary
busing, with black leader participation in arranging the busing.
Also nobody can be bused against
integration, that is a white kid out
of a black school to a white school.
Being a former governor, Jimmy
Carter knows how to make
government work. His speeches
and campaign literature raise two
overriding issues: Can government be made to work again, and
can it be made decent again?
Jimmy Carter seems to be the only
candidate suitable to this purpose.
The recent attacks on Jimmy nave
caused people to look more closely
at him and they've come away
more convinced than ever. Aren't
you convinced?
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Arts And Criticism

When Parody
Makes Art "Nice"
by Rick Hornung
For over a month and a half, the
Trinity theater has been involved
in producing Bertolt Brecht's The
Threepenny Opera. Despite a
battle with the flu and other
natural disasters, the Company
opened the show last Friday to a
large and enthusiastic audience.
No one will walk away fully
disappointed.
The production is designed on a
very broad scaie. Director
Shoemaker has geared the Company toward parodies of dramatic
convention. The concept of constructing a theater within a theater
sharpens the tension between
theater as a "nice" form of entertainment (i.e. musical comedy)
and as a political weapon. As soon
as the play opens, the audience is
made aware of this in the
relationship between the street
singer and the grotesque suffering
of London's masses. As the singer
climbs over the stage—extolling
the accomplishments of Mac the
Knife, the audience sees the whole

cast acting out in mime the
brutality of London street life.
Skirting the action, the singer is all
smiles as in straight musical
comedy — while on stage people
are robbing from and/or killing
each other.
During the first act, the
production continually attempts to
juxtapose parody with the
grotesque. As a backdrop to Mr.
and Mrs. Pea.chum, pathetic
looking rags hang under a sign that
reads: J.J. Peachum Established
For Beggars. Though the sign and
rags immediately caption the
hypocrasy of bourgeois life, the
aura of melodrama created by the
Peachums does not fully sharpen
the contradictions. When Peachum
announces that Polly has not slept
in her bed, the audience sees that
the formal plot deals with the
cliche' of parents chasing
delinquent daughter. At this point,
there should be a sense of actors;,
satirizing this situation. However,;
the duet, sung, by the Peachums
exaggerates the cliche' not the

motivations behind it. As they
dance a mocking minuet, the injustices involved in the Peachums'
position are not made clear. Instead they come off as two jesters
commenting on the lewd qualities of
a wayward girl.

reaches its climax, the stomping of
their feet and the shouting of the
lyrics confront the audience with
the irrationality of mass violence.

The "Ballad of the Easy Life"
and Barbara Borowitz's solo are
The same problem arises in the the two most piercing moments of
tango of Mac and Jenny. Right the production. As Borowitz stands
before Jenny betrays Mac, she is- in the corner of the state—
supposed to entice him and re- illuminated only by a spotlight, she
kindle the sparks of their earlier sings of individualism and power.
love. Jenny has been used by Mac; Opposed to the playful ploys of her
this is her chance for revenge. She character Lucy Brown, she cuts
is a victim, ready to rid herself of a right through the facade of parody
long-standing bitterness. Ex- and tells of frustration and abuse.
cepting the beggars, Jenny can be Alone and directing herself to the
seen as the most oppressed audience, she adamantely states
charater of the play. This moment her conviction of never submitting
is supposedly her personal to oppression again. In the same

Brown's situation — specifically to
comply with Mac or Peachum — is
never fully developed.^ Brown is a
representation of a corrupt
bureaucracy; he is just as much a
crook as anybody else. Objectively, there is no conflict. The
audience does not get an accurate
picture of the relationship between
Peachum, Mac, and Brown. When
Mac is brought asparagus, the new
uniform is ridiculous, but why it is
such never gets pin-pointed. The
motive for Brown's vanity lies not
in his character; rather it is in a
system that the audience has no
chance to graps hold of. At this
point, the significance of the
coronation and its relation to Mac,
Brown, and Peachum does not
make itself clear.

Polly Peachum (Annie Newhail), Tiger Brown (Steven Triggs), and Mac the Knife (Jim
Pratson).
photo by Ai Moore
triumph. Yet, in the dance Mac
overpowers her. Though they are
in the home that was once theirs,
their tango is very rigid and
mechanical. Again, parody of two
lovers is chosen — instead of trying
to expose the conditions of hardship that lie behind their life.

.

Photo by AI Moore

» «. e i J c h u m <Alpharetta T. Ewing), Mr. Peachum
usty H,cks), and Polly Peachum (Anne Newhail

vein, "The Ballad, of the Easy
Life", sung by the whole Company
at the end of the act, displays the
bitterness underlying actors out of
work during the depression. They
have no more illusions concerning
theatre or their lives. Their song is
one of anger and it calls for immediate radical change. Realizing'
There are, however, other that any "nice" theatrical means
numbers that are more successful are ineffective, they move to the
in portraying the contradictions. In front of the stage and confront the
the first act, "Pirate Jenny" is audience.
very effective. The break of
character clearly demonstrates
the naievte' of Polly, reminding the
Unfortunately, the last act does
audience of the people — not ar- not carry through the power of the
chetypes — involved in the play. second. The production slips into
parodies of movements instead of
With the "Song of the Good exposing motivations, and the
Soldier", the social and economic confrontive nature of the play
implications are explored. Fully slides away. Whereas the last
understanding the significance of scene of the second act spells out
the song, the actors step out of many of the political elements of
character and direct their energies the play, the third act falls back
towards exposing the inhumanity into conventions and cliches of
of war and its causes. As the song plot. The absurdity of Tiger

As the play closes, Mac's rescue
takes on the meaning of the
calvary arriving at the last minute.
The happy ending has enormous
political significance. Because of
it, the audience can walk away
with a smile and not confront the
oppression behind a hanging. By.
the end, the tension of the play has
been diverted towards the
supeficial aspects of a happy en"
ding, but not the social and
economic realities lying behind it.
Despite the street singer's attempt
to inform the audience of what a
happy ending means, he has no
credibility. The impact has been
blunted. The audience has laughed
at mock minuets and corrupt
keystonecops. One tries to listen to
the last bars of "Mac the Knife" helping to touch the reality existing
behind the play; yet it is lost in a
smile.Theplayremainsonlyaparody
of cliched conditions that have
existed for centuries.
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Blitz High Over Cuckoo's Nest
/"

by Ron Blitz
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Despite the cinematic pollution
that issues forth regularly from
Hollywood in the form of sequels,
disaster films and imported
European soft-core, the hardiest
and healthiest genre would seem to
be the adaptation of popular novels
to the screen. The next two years
will see a spate of these adaptations on every conceivable
source, from Ernest Hemingway to
E.L. Doctorow to Irving Wallace.
However, in order to judge the
upcoming "Last Tycoons" and
"Looking for Mr. Goodbars" in
terms of the success of their
transitions from one medium to
another, it will be necessary to
gauge them all in comparison to
the success of "One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest."
In the process of filming "One
Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest",
KenKesey, the author of the 1962
novel on which it is based,
vehemently
disowned
any
relationship the film might have to
his book, apparently because he
was excluded from the writing of
the screenplay. This is really too
bad. The writers and Milos
Foreman, the director, could
hardly have fashioned a better
movie out of Kesey's somewhat

Madore

outdated insane-asylum-asmicrocosm-for-society story.
Having both read the book and
seen the off-Broadway play by
Dale Wasserman, I feel that
Foreman must be given full credit
for
his
remarkable
accomplishment. In his film, the
major flaws of each have been
wholely expurgated. Where
Kesey's novel tended to be overmoralistic with regard to the
System and its belittling effects on
the individual, Foreman's film
eliminates the didacticism and
opts instead for a subtler, more
thematic indictment of society's
evils. Where the book was more
stridently sixtiesish in its tone, the
film belongs to the seventies.
Hopelessness is its all-pervasive
attitude. It seems to be saying that
the System is so powerful to begin
with, its mechanisms so complex,
that to even whisper its name is to
be lost.

The film has a style all of its own.
Foreman has not sought to film
Kesey as much as to film
Foreman. Die-hard Keseyites will
probably be offended, but cinema,
after all, is cinema, hot literature.
Foreman's style is a highly
idiosyncratic approach to black
comedy. He attempts to include
The play's problem, on the other random lunatic impulses whenever
hand, was a matter of focus. Chief arid wherever they may pop up and
Bromden, the Indian mute, was the alert observer will notice many
firmly fixed as the character offbeat comic moments occuring in
around whom the stream of events the background. He also creates a
was whirling. Many of the play's comfortable mixture of European
lines were spoken from inside cinema-verite and good old
Bromden's head and this created a American narrative moviesomewhat uncomfortable dramtic making. Jack Nicholson's scenes
device. Foreman wisely softens the at the beginning where the staff
doctor is interviewing him appear
almost
completely
improvisational. Foreman uses these
scenes to punctuate the plotting so
that events seems to occur at a
much more leisurely pace at the
beginning than at the end. This is
is a mirror placed over another important in creating the acmirror giving the angels and sea- celeration with which the narrative
monsters a stage for haunting.
Explosions in the Neighbourhood,
The line is a harpy organising the
limbs of an oak tree. A demented
carpenter constructing the scaffolding and then hanging himself.
A machine that flees down a
narrow corridor. A lighting fixture
by Jon Zonderman
that comes precariously close to a
"Poor
hero, poor dreamer, You
closed eye. Miles of mudbanks
sliding off the wrists of Church have lost and I feel sorry for you;
Martyrs. The sulphur in the you have fought for nothing. Your
basilisk's breath. Again, the body offering was not accepted. Worse,
is poisoned. The host a defamation. it wasn't even noticed. How could
The Christ on the cross is a cruel you have been so naive? Did you
actor who lies on Lucifer's left really—really— believe that your
side. The only Father is a dead gesture would shake the earth?
Father; the Stranger, the Mankind has other worries. Were
Schizophrenic. Painting is the Sick you counting on the intellectuals?
Child in the empty room. The They love ideas, not people. The
contrast of black with white un- Christians? Only eternity interests
derlies the frenzy of the blood them: theirs and yours. The
tearing through the canals of Jews—your own brothers?"
The inspector speaks to the
Venice and Bruges alike. The
tension between the Sphnix...and rabbi. It is early in the morning
Oedipus, The clean gloves of a after Yom Kippur, and the
inquisition has been going on since
nihilist.
sundown. It is a small synagogue in
Frontality, the despair of Russia in the 50's or 60's. And the
primitives. Useless spitting. The rabbi has done the unthinkable.
magic behind the infant smearing
Just twenty-four hours ago,
it's feces. Hamlet's "disease" links before Yom Kippur evening
the painter with Saturn, with the services, the Ministry of Religious
juniper tree, the loadstone, the Affairs informed the synagogue
melancholic student, the irregular council that they would have
umbrella. The "knife-voice" that some special guests for their oblunges through the Northern at- servance of the Jewish fast day.
mosphere. The blood crystals Some Western actors have been
composing the halo, the wing. stranded and asked to be allowed
Munch's duality: the over-critical to attend services. Security must
patient being led to the isolation be tight. The congregations shall
room. The Nurse's arched hand not be allowed to come into contact
distributing the medication. with or speak to the foreigners.
Munch, the starvation of colour.
This community, this comThe animals inside the forehead munity
whose main goal is surpressing against the temples. A vival, does
the strength or
gun wound in the hand. "The the couragenottohave
They will
woman without the head is the not. And neitherprotest.
will
their
rabbi.
mother." The
"influencing
machine" that allows the The meeting breaks up.
But that night, during the serpossibility of imposing form.
vices,
the rabbi becomes a
Munch, a "series of animal
drawings in Copenhagen's zoo." A prophet. He pounds his breast,
circle of black horses closing in wails, and bemoans the horrible
upon the pale youth. Art, neurosis, plight of this dying community. To
magic, schizophrenia, the Nor- the,visitors, and hopefully to the
thern porter, the abandoned rest of the world, he pours forth the
garden,
m a s t u r b a t i o n , tears of the Jewish people of the
homosexuality, saliva, prayers, Soviet Union. He undergoes an
the mouth, feces, "clff scenes", intense mystical transformation,
alchemy, "a step between a yellow and becomes-—mad.
Elie Wiesel calls his play
boat and a scream", Vuillard's
interiors, the halo becoming the "Zalman or the Madness of God."
noose! Asgardstrand's undulating Zalman is the "shammus" or
lme, the whip hitting the pale beadle of the synagogue; an inept,
emaciated back of the possessed. clumsy, talkative old man, who
stumbles around the synagogue
Munch, the silent prisoner.
doing all of the ritual and menial
;
(The Wadsworth Atheneum has tasks.
But when Zalman and the rabbi
recently acquired a second Munch
are alone, Zalman becomes a
landscape painting.)

Edvard Munch

The threat of hell is rooted in
neurosis and tuberculosis. The Sick
Child is critical and doomed. An
untidy pillow is the basis for a
nightmare which connects sarcasm with insanity. "Painting the
sun drove Van Gogh into insanity."
Kierkegaard's sneer, the moon
bleeding onto the crayfish crawling
out of the pond. Norway, a series Of
ponds with violet trees that send
out electric shocks, A studio near"
the cold water. A strong wind that
blows an easel down. A severe
winter storm that de-populates the
villages. Vampires caress their
armies and send beggars to the
hospitals. Nights marked with rain
scratching the back of an insomniac. Oslo would permit a fire
and isolated painters sit on piles of
birch logs shivering in a Satannic
frost. A breath could kill and the
bridge is designed for a Singular
Purpose. Male bathers press their
thighs together and the invasion of
serpents is thwarted momentarily.
The Kiss, an occasion for vermin
and desease to enter and confiscate. In the meantime, Munch
and his Top Hat are moving in the
opposite direction.

t

The morbid novels of the Danish
Jens Peter Jacobsen press the Pins
into the taut necks of melancholies.
Ten years without sleeping and the
world will do moi e than disappear.
A pillar will break into three pieces
and
green whores from Babylonia
w
'll fill every corner of the
bedroom teasing the St. John the
Baptists with blood-stained handkerchiefs. The spinning top may
be gaily coloured but the prism is
still shattering. Munch covers his
Puberty with a white cloth in order
[° save his Father's embarrassment. A macabre father
who drags his corpse like a train
accident. Not even the Bohemians
can evade the muffled screams of
colours locked in deadly combat
between contours that seethe and
writhe like Medusa's hair. The cold
exotic jewel tucked in the • hermaphrodite's mouth will blind the
viewer
and nullify the garden. The
wt
"Pping of Autumn will topple the
owers and send the Murders into
"ie streets. A century of sunglasses
«™ the triumps of biology. The
anxious pose of the young girl is
really
an extension of the skeleton
d
™ implied in the painter's short
nervous laugh. Shooting at
uninvited Guests is one detail of
^ ie Dark Room. A closed window is
d
Genius.
The symbol is suicidal. The light
ys of the Sun are triangles that
«« across the surface. The surface
a

focal point of his movie and in the
process creates a closer approximation to the objective
reality he is seeking. The film is
about the asylum and its patients,
the concentration more on human
interactions than on one particular
character. In this way, the Indian's
eventual escape from the asylum is
more realistically portrayed as a
mixture of the human and the
heroic rather than as a mythic
action where the System is beaten
by one of its oppressed. Foreman
knows that in today's world
Mythology is out. Now nobody
wins, not even allegorically.

eventually must run headlong into
ultimate tragedy. The sense of the
inevitability of doom which
Foreman creates in "One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest" is almost
palpable.
So much for the approach to the
material, which is only a part of
the story. The rest is the actors'
delineations of their particular
characters. The sense of ensemble
which emerges from the film is
astounding. The actors play off
each other with the consummate
skill of a repertory company and
this is owing in no small measure
to Foreman's direction. Each
character is riddled with ambivalences, yet in an odd, almost
perverse soft of way, most of the
inmates come across to the
audience as lovable. The acting is
so naturalistic that it is hard to
single anyone out for honors, but
the screen debut of Brad Dourif as
the shuttering Billy Bibbett must
be noted as well as the bravura
performance of Nicholson.
To me, Nicholson is not only the
greatest American screen actor of
his day, but also the most intelligent. Acting might come as
naturally as breathing to Marlon
Brando, but not to Jack Nicholson.
You can hardly tell from viewing
the finished product the hours of
careful study of character, line
stresses, facial expressions, and
his fellow actors that goes into it.
Half of the lines he speaks in every
movie since "The Last Detail"
(with the exception of "The
Passenger") are improvised by
him during the course of rehearsal

and amended to the writers' script.
His is the performance that sets
the pace for the film and enables
other actors to shine in his
presence. Despite all this, his
presence in his movies, though
certainly flamboyant, is never the
film's dominant aspect. He subdues his star performance and
integrates it with the texture of the
film rather than demand that the
movie be built around his
presence, like an Al Pacino or a
Charles Bronson. He is a conceptual actor for an era that is
moving ever further into conceptual film-making.
In "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest", Nicholson is not playing
Randle Patrick MacMurphy. He is
MacMurphy. His control of his
every mannerism, his every vocal
inflection is total. This could well
be the best work he has ever done.
Also remarkable is; Louise Fletcher as a coldly ruthless Nurse
Ratched. She manages to exhude
menance without ever being
outright malevolent.
There is so much that is good in
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest" that the joy is in discovering
the details for yourself rather than
in reading about them. If you loved
the novel, there is every chance
that you will love the movie. If you
didn't read the novel and approach
the movie free of any preconceptions, the result is almost
awesome. "One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest" has every chance
of being selected Best Picture for
this year, and for once the movie
would deserve it.

Zalman: Or The Madness Of God
mystic, and his goal is to transform
the rabbi into one also. He begs the
rabbi to go mad, to protest, to
summon all of the strength and the
courage that the community in it's
fright, and that he in his humility,
have never been able to muster.
Just exactly what Zalman the
mystic is a symbol of is the
supreme question. He can be seen
by some as a Shakespearean fool,
giving the rabbi insight which he
does not of himself possess. Or he
can be seen, as the rabbi's conscience, the voice of protest within
the rabbi. It can even be suggested
that Zalman is Wiesel himself,
sitting in the synagogue in Russia
in 1965, where Wiesel felt that
"something was about to happen;
any moment now the Rabbi will
wake up, shake himselfi pound the
pulpit and cry out, about his pain,
his rage, his truth ••:. . But nothing
happened."
"Zalman or the Madness of
God," which is currently appearing in Boston in it's prebroadway run, is not merely a
store presented on the stage. It is a
legacy. It is the legacy of the Jews
in Russia; of; their, pain and their
anquish, of not being able to perform the simple religious and
social functions - that Jews in
America, Jews at Trinity; would
not even hesitate to do if they cared
to.
.
Not until one has seen ;thisoverwhelming.play can one begin
to understand how much of a
torture the inspector's words are to
the rabbi, in this final, climactic
scene.
"The Jews—your own brothers?
In your imagination you saw them
marching in the streets of Paris,
London, New York and Jerusalem,
shouting that you here are not
alone? You thought their anger
would explode and shatter human
conscience? Well, it's too bad.
Your Jews have their own concerns, their own excuses . . . maybe
the same excuses."
My eyes had been damp for
much of the play, and with these
words I cried. I remembered the
cold October evenings of past
years when I had stood at rallies in
Boston on Simchat Torah, while

men carried the sacred scrolls
through the crowds to be touched
and kissed, and the crowd chanted
"Am Yisroel Chai" "The People of
Israel Live." I remember being
told by countless people that yes,
the Soviet Union does fear public
opinion from the World Jewish
Community. I thought about how
wrong the inspector was. And I
cried.
While I cried, so did Zalman. and
so did the rabbi. The inspector
looked at him. "That is why I pity
you. You were beaten from the,
start, you never had a chance. And
you know it. You know that you
cannot count on anyone, and
what's more, that you don't count
for anyone. Why should we punish
you? As far as we're concerned—as far as the outside world
is; concerned—you have done
nothing. Your dream was the
dream of a madman. Why should
we make you into a martyr? Turn
you into an example?: Your revolt,
that supreme and exalting gesture
which, for you, was meant to bring
together and justify the suppressed
agonies and hopes.of an entire
lifetime, of an entire generation
perhaps—well, my sad hero, that
revolt quite simply clid not take
place."
Unfortunately for the inspector,
but fortunately for the world, that
revolt did take placed "Zalrnan or
the Madness of God" is that revolt.
In. the same way that Wiesel does
not allow those who read his books,
especially the world Jewish
Community, to forget the
Holocaust, through "Zalman" he
refuses to let us forget the continuing oppression of the Soviet
Jew.
.:
He has shown the way. It is now
our turn to follow. We can be like,
the doctor, and speak about
protests that must be made, then
be ashamed that wip did not make
them. Or we can be like the rabbi
arid summon every ounce, of, our
courage and strength to [ let the
world know that this is an intolerable condition. But to be tike
the rabbi, we have
to
become—mad.
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Print Exhibit and Sale
The Lakeside Studio will present many others. Also in this collection
for one day only a unique selection will be a number of Japanese
of Old Master, Modern Master and woodcuts from the Ukiyo-e School
Contemporary prints on Wed- along with numerous wood
nesday, March 3,1976 from 10 a.m. engravings by Henry Wolf which
to 4 p.m. in tHe Austin Art Center. are proofs from the Wolf estate.
This collection is brought to the Area artists represented are
public under the auspices of the Robert Cale and Keith Hatcher.
Department of Fine Art.
All works displayed are
Local collectors will have a fine
opportunity to view this collection available for purchase and range
of over 1,000 original prints con- • in price from $5.00 to $5,000.00
taining works by Durer, Callot, (total value will be over $100,000).
Piranesi, Blake, Rouault, Villon, The Lakeside Studio publishes
Whistler, Antreasian, Tobey, editions each year by many artists
Peterdi, Hayter, Richard Hunt and from all parts of the country and
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all of these prints are in the
collections of major museums both
in this country and Europe.
Editions are printed not only by the
Lakeside
Studio
workshop
facilities, but also those of the
Landfall Press in Chicago, Fox
Graphics in Boston and Robert
Cale's new workshop in Stonington,
Connecticut.
Lakeside Studio's representative
will accompany the collection and
will be glad to answer questions
both historical and technical on the
graphics he will have on display.

v*

Art
Poems," "In the Silent Stones,"
and "The Blue Cat." Another novel
and book of poems are due in the
spring.
He has written and edited a
number of books on Russian
Literature and an account of his
trip to Russia as interpretor to
Robert Frost.
An exhibit of his writings will be
on view in the Trinity College
Library Lobby during the month of
March.

Visiting
Artist

Photo courtesy of Lakeside Studies

University Art Gallery, the
Library
of Congress in
Washington, D.C., and in Santiago,
Chile, Cali, Colombia, Paris,
Amsterdam, Venice, Tel Aviv, and
Jerusalem.
His work is included in a
traveling Bicentennial exhibition
on American realist landscape.
Sponsored by the Department of
the Interior, the exhibit will be at
the Wadsworth Atheneum July
through September,

Well-known American artist
Michael Mazur will lecture on
"Prints and Drawings" at 1 p.m.
Wednesday, March 10 in the
. Wijdener Gallery of the Austin Arts
.Center.
'Some of his prints and drawings
will be on exhibit in the gallery
from March 3 to April 7. Both the
iecture and the exhibit are free and
open to the public.
"Mr. Mazur exists as a
Franklin D. Reeve, poet, novelist
phenomenon we can be grateful
for, an artist who is a superb and authority on Russian
draftsman and technician by literature, will be the speaker at a
traditional standards, yet an artist Watkinson Library-Trinity College
who never imitates the forms of the Library Associates Open House on
past and whose concepts are in- Tuesday, March 9 in the Trumbull
separable from the nature of his Room at 8:15 p.m. at the College.
century,'" critic John Canady said He will read and discuss his own
in The New York Times.
poetry. The public is invited
Born in New York City, Mazur without charge.
received a B,A. from-Amherst
Reeve, who is Adjunct Professor
College in 1958, and a B.F.A. and of Letters at Wesleyan as well as a
M.F.A. from the School of Art and Fellow of Saybrook College at Yale
Architecture at Yale University in and Visiting Lecturer in English at
1959 and 1961. In 1962 he was the Yale, is a graduate of Princeton.
recipient of a Tiffany Foundation He worked on the docks in New
Grant and in 1964 a Guggenheim York City and drove a truck in
Foundation Fellowship and a western United States before
National Institute of Arts and getting a Ph.D. from Columbia.
Letters Award.
He has taught at Columbia, was
An assistant professor and artist visiting research professor at the
in residence at Brandeis University of Moscow, visiting
University since 1965, Mazur has professor at Oxford and professor
also taught at the Yale School of of Russian at Wesleyan University.
Art and Architecture, the Rhode He has been a Ford Fellow, won
Island School of Design and Queens an award in literature from the
College.
National Institute of Arts and
Mazur has had one-man Letters and was a Scholar in
exhibitions at galleries in New Residence at the Aspen Institute in
York, Boston, Philadelphia and 1973. He is a member of InLos Angeles. Some of his work has ternational P.E.N. and of the
been displayed at museums in New Connecticut Academy of Arts and
York (including the Museum of Sciences.
Modern Art, the Whitney Museum
Reeve has published four novels,
and the Brooklyn Museum), "The Red Machines," "Just Over
Boston (including the Museum of the Border," "The Brother," and
Fine
Arts),
Philadelphia, "White Colors," and four volumes
Cleveland, Indianapolis, the Yale of poetry, "TheStone Island," "Six

Watkinson
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MBG COVERS A NE.W WINTER
OLYMPICS EVENT : THE
PRESIDENTIAL AIRPLANE

Conn
Students
Four student poets, on a Connecticut Poetry Circuit tour
sponsored by the Connecticut
Commission on the Arts, will read
their poetry to the Trinity community at 8 p.m. Thursday, March
4 in Wean Lounge. Their visit is co-'
sponsored by the Trinity College
Poetry Center.
This is the seventh year that
student poets, chosen from a statewide competition that included 14
colleges and universities, have
toured Connecticut's colleges.
Robin Greene, a senior majoring
in creative writing at the
University of Bridgeport, is the
editor of Anagnorisis, Bridgeport's
literary journal. She has served as
poet-in-residence at the Woodmere-Hewlett Public Library on
Long Island.
Dean Holmes, a junior at
Wesleyan University, spent two
years working in a Vermont factory and a Massachusetts diner. He
received the Academy of
American Poets Prize at Wesleyan
in 1974, and has had his poetry
appear in publications at Wesleyan
and Mount Holyoke College.
Another student poet is Melinda
Kahn, a senior art history major at
Yale University, She has had her
poems published in Tracks,
Spectrum, Yale Lit, The Dickinson
Review, and The American Poetry
Review.
Interrupting his college career to
work as a salesman for paint
supplies and sporting goods and to
travel and mountain climb in the
western part of the United States,
Philip Paradis is a senior majoring
in English at Central Connecticut
State College. He has been
published in The Huron Review
and The Rocky Mountain Review.
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enrolled full-time in Connecticut
schools or colleges. Poems may be
on any theme, in any form, with 100
lines as maximum length. Any
number of poems may be submitted, but an entry fee of $1.00, to
It is time once again to look over cover postage and handling, must
your creative endeavors of the past be enclosed with each poem.
few months and decide which ones
A copy of the official rules, which
are going to be dusted off and must be followed, may be obtained
submitted to the Review. The from Steve Torrey, president
Review office is beginning to gear CSPA, 4 Rice Road, Broad Brook,
up for the Spring publication. Ct. 06016. Please enclose a stamEnthusiasm is running high. ped, self-addressed envelope.
Because of the success of the last
Constance Carrier, Connecticut
issue we will be submitting it and Poet, will be final judge of the
our next issue to a national com- entries after a prescreening' by
petition for literary magazines. In the SCPA executive committee. A
order for Trinity to have a chance, native of New Britain, Carrier is
we need the support of everyone. the author of The Middle Voice,
Along with the dark sub-zero which won the LaMont Prize in
months of December and January 1955, Her most recent work is a
that are excellent for fostering rich poetry collection entitled The
tragedies and evil poems, we're Angled Iload.
In addition to Torrey, the CSPA
sure the past week of balmy
weather has inspired green avant- executive committee includes Ben
garde lyricism and energetic Brodinsky, Old Saybrook, vice
woodcuts. Get lively folks! Short- chairman; Cheryl King, Hartford,
stories,
poems,
plays, secretary; and Mary Ann
photographs,, artwork! In looking Liebhauser, Canton Center,
over our calendar we have about a treasurer. Miss King founded the
month to collect material. organization in 1974. It is affiliated
However, much of that month is with the National Federation of
Spring vacation. Therefore, we are State Poetry Associations. The
setting March 12 as our deadline. If Connecticut group meets the first
you do work on something over Friday of each month at the
vacation, however, please feel free Asylum Hill Congregational
to submit it. But remember the Church in Hartford.
later you wait the less chance we'll
be able to consider your work.
Please type all literary submissions on 8-1/2x11 paper leaving
off your name. Include your name
and box number on a separate
piece of paper or file card. You can
send your work to Box 1527 or leave
on the Tripod door in the Review
The Hartford Conservatory has
folder. Those with artwork should begun a film series tracing the
leave a note in the box or talk with history of American modern
either George Roberts or Ti'Maun dance. This Bicentennial program
Southworth
and
special includes several fijms which, while
arrangements will be made.
critically lauded elsewhere, have
never before been screened in this
area. The program will include biweekly showings in Auerbach
Auditorium at Hartford College for
Women from February through
April, at 2:30 P.M.
Each screening will be acPrizes of $50, $30 and $20 will be
corr>"anied
by an introduction and
awarded for the best poems submitted to the Connecticut State commentary by Jill Anne
Poetry Association (CSPA) by Silverman, instructor of dance
June 15, 1976. The competition, history at The Hartford Conknown as the Joseph E. Brodine servatory. Tickets will be
Memorial Poetry Prizes, was available at the door for each
showing, at $2.00 for adults and
established this year.
The contest is open only to $1.00 for students. A preliminary
Connecticut residents or students schedule of the season's program
is attached.

Trinity
Review

Film Series

Poetry
Contest

BY

GREG POTTEFJ.

AND NOW,
THE JUDGES'
DECISION '

MARCH
AT THE
BUSHNEIL
4, "The Emperor's New Clothes"
10:15 a.m. and 1 p.m. Thurs. is the
second event in the Bushnell
Children's Theatre Series. This
new musical adaptation by the
Prince Street Players of Hans
Christian Andersen's classic
employs new characters and
subplots as well as eight original
songs. For information on this field
trip opportunity teachers and

youth group leaders should contact
Fran Gordon, coordinator of the
series at 523-0320.
6, Manhattan Transfer is tentatively scheduled for 8 p.m. Sat.
Phone 246-6807 for details.
7, Manchester Chapter of UNICO
presents The Al Martino Show to
benefit Cooley's Anemia Fund 8
p.m. Sun. Orch. $6.50, 1st Bal.
$5.50; 2nd Bal. $4.50.
12, "The Flying Dutchman" (Der
Fliegende Hollander) 8 p.m. Fri.
presented by the Connecticut
Opera Assoc. features an all star
east debuting in Hartford.
Wagner's exciting music and
drama is staged with Bailey,
Kness, Neblett, and Wilderman.
Anton Guadagno conducts.
Spectacular sets are designed by
Robert Darling. Orch. $16; 1st Bal.
$16, $14, $11; 2nd Bal. $8, $6, $5 at
the box office or the Conn. Opera
527-0713.

14, Connecticut Pilgrim Fellowship
Rally 3 p.m. Sun. is held by the
Connecticut Conference of the
United Church of Christ.
17, Hartford Symphony Orchestra,
Arthur Winograd conducting, Wed.
at 8:15 p.m. features pianist
Garrick Ohlsson. Program:
Shapero's Adagietto, Beethoven's
Piano Concerto No. 3 and
Tchaikovsky's Sym. No. 5. Orch
$7.50; 1st Bal. $7.50, $6.50, $5.50;
2nd Bal. $4.50, $3.
19, 20, Trails of the Mountain West
a full length color travel film
narrated in person by Dan Cooper,
Fri. & Sat. at 8 p.m. Additional
performances are to be given Sun.
Apr. 4 at 2 & 5 p.m. View this
territory rich in history and great
natural beauty-from New Mexico
to the Alaskan Range. Orch. $2,
$1.75; 1st Bal. $2, $1.75, $1.25; 2nd
Bal. $1.25.
21, Royal Winnipeg Ballet, 8 p.m.

Announcements
Fred and
Ginger
The dancing of Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers may be what most
fans remember about their films
but some of our greatest popular
songs also came out of their
movies, as well as a parade of
stellar comic performances by
such actors as Edward Everett
Horton, Helen Broderick and Eric
Blore. The Wadsworth Atheneum's
presentation of all ten of the
Astaire-Rogers film musicals
includes next week "Top Hat" and
"Follow the Fleet" in which the
music and featured players are
both first-rate.
Irving Berlin wrote the music
and lyrics for both films. Besides
the title song in "Top Hat," there
are also "Isn't It a Lovely Day to
be Caught in the Rain? " , ' 'Cheek to
Cheek," "No Strings," and "The
Piccolino". Mark Sandrich's
direction wisely gives full rein to
the comic talents of Horton,
Broderick and. Blore, and Lucille
Ball appears briefly in a small
part. "Top Hat" will be shown on
Monday and Tuesday, March 8 and
9, at 7:30 p.m.

Our jet
fares to
Europe are
lesslhan
any other
scheduled
airline's.
But our
service
isn't.
!f you are under 22, our
youth fare is made for
you. $360 round-trip in
April &May-$410 in
June, July and August.
Great food and service,
direct flights from New
York and Chicago with
connections from other
cities to Luxembourg
in the heart of Europe.
Fares subject to change.
See your travel agent,
campus rep, or write:
Icelandic Airlines,
630 Fifth Ave., N.Y.,
N.Y. 10020.

ICELANDIC

Most critics and film butts agree "
that the production numbers in
"Follow the Fleet" were Rogers
and Astaire's best. Hermes Pan,
who worked with Astaire on
nineteen films, was the dance
director and Berlin was the
composer. Among the numbers are
"We Saw the Sea," "Let Yourself
Go," "Get Thee Behind Me,
Satan," "I'm Putting All My Eggs
in One Basket" and "Let's Face
the Music and Dance"-songs which
have been popular American
classics ever since.
"Follow the Fleet" was also
directed by Mark Sandrich and
includes in the cast Harriet
Hilliard (before Ozzie Nelson),
Randolph Scott, and Lucille Ball
and Betty Grable in minor roles. It
will be screened on Monday and
Tuesday, March 8 and 9, at 9:30
p.m.
Tickets for the Astaire-Rogers
films may be purchased in advance at the Atheneum Shop or at
the Atheneum Theater box office
shortly before each performance.

Black Week

Ossie Davis, actor, playwright,
director and social activist, will be
the main speaker when the annual
Black Week program, sponsored
by the Black People's Union,
University of Hartford, is held
Monday through Sunday, March 17.
Best known for his film, "Cotton
Comes to Harlem," which he coauthored and directed, Ossie Davis
will speak at 8 p.m. Monday
evening, March 1 at the UofH
Physical Education Center. There
will be a $1 admission charge for
non-UofH students.
The Davis talk included, this
year's Black Week schedule will
involve 11 separate events.
Monday through Friday, March
1-5, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., and
Thursday, March 4 at 8 p.m., there
will be free video screenings of a
feature production. "The Murder
of Fred Hampton," in the TV Room
at the Gengras Student Union
Throughout the week, a Black

Art Exhibit will take place in the
Joseloff Gallery at Hartford Art
School. The public is welcome to
attend, without charge. Exhibit
hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday; 6:30 to 10 p.m.,
Monday through Thursday; 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday, and
noon to 4 p.m. on Sunday. The
gallery will not be open Friday
evening.
At 7 p.m. Wednesday, March 3 in
Holcomb Commons at Gengras, a
film, free to the public, will be
shown. Its title is "The Spook Who
Sat by the Door." Guest speaker
will be Sam Greenlee, author of the
novel from which the film was
adapted. Greenlee collaborated on
the screenplay and was coproducer of the picture with Ivan
Dixon, well-known film and
television actor.
A second program Thursday
focuses on the film, "Five on the
Black Hand Side," at 4 and 8 p.m
in Holcomb Commons at Gengras
A donation of 75 cents will be accepted. The picture is being
presented by the UofH Program
Council in cooperation with the
Black People's Union.
Friday, March 5 at 8 p.m. in the
Physical Education Center, there
will be a concert by LaBelle,
popular trio of black vocalists. The
group, formerly knwon as Patti
LaBelle and the Bluebells, comprises Patti LaBelle, Nona Hendryx and Sarah Dash.
Student tickets are $4, with $4.50
for non-students and $5 the night of
the concert (tickets obtainable at
Mark Twain Commons). During
the week, tickets may be secured
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the
Gengras Information Desk, and
from 5 to 7 p.m. at Mark Twain
Commons-as well as at record
shops in the downtown Hartford
area. For further information,
phone the B.P.U. at 243-4710 or 2434770. The B.P.U. office is in Room
120, Gengras.
Final event at 3 p.m. Sunday,
March 7 in Holcomb Commons,
Gengras, will be a Black Arts
Program, free to the public.

We Deliver
Phone 547-0263

TRINITY
PACKAGE
STORE
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
JOHN W. DULKA, PROP,
„»_
We Deliver
.

219 NEW BRITAIN AVE.
HARTFORD,CONN.
(COR. HKNRY ST.>T""
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Sun. returns to the Dance at the TURE CLUB, 11 a.m. Wed. about
Bushnell Series. Canada's first "The America Behind the
ballet company received the 1968 Headlines." Tickets to the series
gold nedal as "Best Company" at are still available at $10 for Orch.
the International Dance Festival in or 1st Bal., and $8 for 2nd Bal.
Paris. Program includes GRAND Series also includes Ambassador
PAS ESPAGNOL, ADAGIETTO, Angier Biddle Duke, 11 a.m. Fri.
Agnes de Mille's RODEO, and the Apr. 30. Membership includes free
rarely performed masterpiece coffee hour, shuttle bus and
babysitting. Phone 246-6807 for
THE GREEN TABLE.
22, Liberty Gospel Youth Rally and details.
Choir 8 p.m. Mon. No admission 26, Hartford Symphony Orcharge; a collection will be taken. chestra's Young People's Concert,
24, Charles Kuralt, news feature Wed. at 9:40 and 11:10 a.m. by
specialist, speaks to the special arrangement with area
BUSHNELL MORNING LEC- schools. For details phone 278-1450.

r

One of the major orchestras of year's residence as an assistant
the world, The Vienna Philhar- conductor of the New York
monic will open its first U.S. tour in Philharmonic. In 1965, Claudio
10 years at the Bushnell Memorial Abbado was invited to appear at
on Tuesday March 30 at 8 p.m. the Salzburg Festival and to
Claudio Abbado, Principal Con- conduct the Vienna Philharmonic.
ductor will lead the organization in Success followed quickly. In 1968
a program which includes Anton Claudio Abbado was named perWerburn's
" P a s s a c a g l i a , " manent conductor of LaScala in
Richard Strauss' tone poem Milan, and he is now its Music
"Death and Transfiguration" and Director.
the 4th Symphony of Johannes
In 1971, Mr. Abbado was apBrahms.
pointed Principal Conductor of the
Claudio Abbado studied piano Vienna Philharmonic which he has
and composition at the Verdi conducted on world tours, inConservatory of Milan, his native cluding concerts in China.
city, and conducting at the Vienna
Tickets for the March 30th apAcademy.
He
won
the pearance of the Vienna PhilharKoussevitzky Award for con- monic are now available at the
ducting at the Berkshire Music Bushnell Box Office. Tickets for
Center in 1958, and five years later the cancelled Cleveland Orchestra
was first place winner in the will be honored at this concert. For
Dimitri Mitropoulos conducting further information call 246-6807.
competition, which earned him a
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Currents II

Currents II: improvisations in sound and motion with Judy
Dworin, Assistant Professor of Dance and Director of the
Dance Program, and Mark Miklavcic, musician and
composer, will be held Sunday, March 7 at 3:00 p.m. in
Hamlin Hall, General Admission: $1,50; Students: $1.00.

s

Need something?
patronize our
Advertisers

§

They're the
Best Around!

Postlude

The next Postlude will be
given on Wednesday, March
3rd at 8:15 in Garmany, The
program will consist of a
selection of Bach flute Sonatas.
Performing will be: Linda
Alexander on flute, Mathew
Cahn on flute, and Lise Levin
on piano.

ouse

114 New Britain Avonue
No matter how many "specials" our competitors may offer
you, our prices are special 7 days a week.

10% Discount To Trinity Students With I.D. 5 2 7 - 9 0 8 8
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Poet's Corner

To the Lady Who Lives Alone
Do you know
that your kiss belies your crotch?
that moaning can be lying?
that the pastey dry shutting
of your lids
when we make love
gives a vision all its own?

Postlude Review:

Snorting and
Whooshing

by Bruce Kinmouth
The Chapel provided an appropriate setting for last Tuesday's
concert of instrumental Baroque
music given by Trinity's recorder
consort. Members of the group are
Joyce Erickson, Stanley Ackert,
and Dr. William Bowie, recorder
players, Janet Cochran, cellist and
Walter Lawn, harpsichordist.

entire group joined to play
Telemann's Quartet in F major.
The players had the piece well in
hand and were able to keep a good
steady tempo throughout. Many
parallel passages in this piece
provided some pleasing effects in
the three upper voices, and the
players stayed together without
straining.

The performance opened with a
Sonata in G major by Fasch which
was played assuredly, by all
members of the group. The
closeness between the audience
and the performers complimented
the intimate nature of the music,
and the viewers felt more a part of
what was happening rather than
distant observers.

The three recorder players
returned for an encore and played
what must surely be their favorite
piece, a small contrapuntal piece
for three voices by G. F. Handel.
Stanley Ackert started off with the
soprano line at a rather ambitious
tempo, but they were all able to
hold it out, and played this piece a
good deal better than I have heard
them do it in the past.

The next selection was an
arrangement of the Contrapuntus
II from J. S. Bach's last work, the
Art of the Fugue, in which he
generally attempted to sum up all
the technical aspects of counterpoint into one tremendous set of
examples. The pieces are suitable
for endless possibilities in orchestration, and sounded quite well
on the recorders. AH the voices
came through clearly, the tenor
line being especially helped by a
new tenor recorder which, unlike
the old one, could actually produce
enough tone in the lower register so
that it was audible. The new instrument definitely helps the
balance ^between the group's
voices. .....
After a short pause where the
player attempted with much gusto
and vigor to remove some annoying saliva bubbles from her
instrument, the concert continued;
with the Sonata 02 in A minor by
.liandel..Joyce.Erickson appeared
as sploist;OB the alto recorder, and
Avas.accbmpaniedby Walter Lawn
andi> Janet Gochran on the harpsichord andcello respectively. The
sonata was deftly handled,
although I felt that her instrument
was slightly sharp when compared
..to the. harpsichord,. The accompaniment was well handled
and allowed the soloist to come
through. Especially nice was the
ceilo line which added some
bounce to the lower line, something
the harpsichord cannot do as expression is next to impossible on
this instrument. I felt here too,
however, that the cello was a bit
sharp some of the time.
After a bit -more snorting and
whooshing and slurping on their
Instrument to clear them out, the

WOMEN
» We need you to work in our
« Health and Leisure Club
4

part-time positions
an exciting new profession
terrific pay .
flexible hours
••Call-278-8535 between 9 a.m. and
,:11

a . m . '

.

. ' • • • • . • •

, Lucky Lady (f>G)

ji;

DOG DAY AFTERNOON (R)
"ONE FLEW OVER THE
CUCKOO'S NEXT (R)

1

SHERLOCK HOLMES . :
^SMARTBR BROTKER (PGj
^••'•'''ffl<' l W;'''y-|'i

got!

Out my window
I can hear the cars on 1-91
groaning home.
All things empty and armored
have that sound.
It is the death rattle
of a small girl
never cuddled.
I hear it escape
your guts
when you have orgasm.
I sift through the parking lot
below my window
thinking you will change your mind
and climb the stairs again.
Like a razor blade
across my iris,
I see you drive away.
—Mitch Karlan
All photo sequences by Richard Ruchman.

A contest for
students crazy enough
to want this car.

Dannon Yogurt cup exterior is standard equipment
Write a yogurt
radio commercial and

you may win this Chevrolet
Chevette as first prize. It's
thepopularfour-passenger
coupe, with 1.4 litre
4-cylinder OHC engine.
And 50 Panasonic Cassette Recorders go to 50
runner-ups.
Be creative. Make up a
50 Panasonic
Cassette Recorders 60-second commercial on
Dannon Yogurt. Record your masterpiece on a
standard audio cassette and mail it in.

Facts about Dannon™ Yogurt

Made from cultured, lowfat milk.
Has the protein, vitamins, calcium of
lowfat milk.
Offers balanced food value with reasonable
calorie content—a dieter's delight. •
Has Dannon's famous good-for-you culture:
Tastes tangy and refreshing.
Available plain, in flavors and with freshmade fruit preserves: strawberry, red raspberry, blueberry, apricot, etc.
It's a snack, a light lunch, a dessert.
It's all natural-no artificial anything.
America's favorite yogurt.

Dannon Yogurt If you don't always eat right, it's the right thing to eat.
Official Rules:
Eligibility: Any student anrolledin a college East of the Mississippi.
Entry Requirements: Commercial must be no more than 60 seconds
long and recorded on a standard audio cassette. Attach a label with your
name, college and home address and phone numbers.
Submission; All cassettes.musf be received no later than April 12,1976.
Mail td Dannon. P.O. Box 1975; Long Island City. New York 11101. Mo
cassettes sent collect can be accepted. Send as many entries as you
wish, each one mailed separately.
••
Judging; By the Radiq Advertising Bureau !nc;, official trade association,
whose decisions are final. Awards will be based on originality and selling
effectiveness. •,•;..'
•
•
:

Announcement: Winners will be notified by mail
promptly after Judging (no later than April 30,1976)
The award-winning commercials will become the
property of Dannon Milk Products and can be used
for whatever purposes they deem appropriate
Other Rules: Taxes on prizes are sole responsibility of winners. No substitutions for any prize
offered.
Offer void where prohibited or restricted by law
All federal, slate and local laws apply
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED.
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Editorial
Stop Senate Bill One
(This editorial is being printed as part of a media campaign
against Senate Bill One. It has been distributed nationally by The
Daily Californian.)

•f

Sometimes a thing seems so self-evident that the obligation to write
about it brings a profound weariness. Senate Bill One, a labyrinth of
vindictive legislation, is just such a case. It is only the spectre of the bill
as Law of the Land that prompts this statement of the obvious.
Senate Bill One must be stopped.
The following editorial is part of a nationwide media campaign against
SB-1. Congress' consideration of this frontal assault on our civil liberties
must transcend all political priorities in this election year. We are using
the power of the press; you must use the power of the pen. Congress must
kill this bill immediately.
SB-1 began ten years ago, when Congress, at Lyndon Johnson's
request, appointed a body headed by former California governor Pat
Brown to revise Title 18 of the U.S. Code. Title 18 deals with criminal law
and as Johnson's crime commission asserted, is an obstacle rather than a
useful handbook for law enforcement.
The job was Herculean, and there was no Hercules to be found. As time
went on and administrations changed, the task became increasingly
monopolized by Neanderthal types, notably Democratic Senator John
McClellan of Arkansas.
Nixon was in power. Law and Order was his theme song; and McClellan
and company had a field day drafting the criminal law reform, They
staged lengthy showcase hearings featuring famous liberals in full dress,
while they fashioned a piece of pure malevolence. Their intent was that
"responsible people" could swindle and spy with relative impunity, while
"irresponsible elements"—particularly those who found our Vietnam
adventures distasteful—would be forevermore brought to heel and held
safety beneath it.
It is impossible to enumerate all the pernicious parts of a 753-page
legislative proposal in this space. Much more ink will be spilled in
discussion of it. We urge you to watch closely for details, but here are just
a few observations about SB-1:
It would abridge freedom of press by establishing penalties for the
disclosure of information vaguely deemed in the interest of national
security.
It would re-establish and mandate the forfeiture of human life for many
breaches of the code.
It would place strict limitations on public protest and impose heavy
penalties for violation.
It would excuse governmental misconduct if the accused believed their
actions were duly authorized, as did many of the principals in Watergate.
It would sanction and increase governmental use of wire-taps.
It would vastly increase penalties for victimless crimes such as
marijuana possession and pornography.
It would seriously weaken constitutional guarantees established in the
Supreme Court's Miranda decision, encourage police entrapment and
make insanity as a defense nearly impossible.
The list could go on and on. The bill is an obscenity. Those disenchanted
with the policies and practices of the United States over the last several
decades still enjoy a remarkable degree of liberty. SB-1 is an assault on
this liberty. It is frightening that SB-1 should be the object of serious
consideration. But such are the times that it could achieve not just consideration, but passage. The thought appalls.
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Letters
throughout will scar it in scarlet
'My Struggle' with
letter mentality, so let me close
a hearty pseudonym-

The Trinity Tripod:
Yours truly,
I am a student here at Trinity
Morticia (Scarecrow) Adams
College, from one of the finest
Class of 1979
preparatory schools in the country,
one which introduced me to the
proper and lady-like perspective.
This is the stuff of the moral
foundation of our great nation, put
down by Trinity's majority--the
stool pigeons, spotters, and rats, To the Editor:
all renegades from the class
As a recent graduate of Trinity's
passed down by their worthy and economics department, I was
all too giving parents. Well I for surprised to hear that students will
one accept my heritage and the henceforth be required to fork over
honor of being at the top. I am at $100 to secure a room five months
one with being at the top, to use the in advance. My "positive time
terminology of the Martian preference" was aroused!
elements at large.
College for me has been a capital
Let me do some quick
figuring...roughly 1000 rooms
reserved at $100 each adds up to

'Housing Fee'

$100,000.00. That amount will be

invested by Trinity for 5 months at
about 6% annual interest, yielding
$2,50*0.00 in the clear.

investment. I had hoped to enter
the fashion world and manufacture
cosmetics, or perhaps design
dresses and gowns. Well, after
about six months here my advisor
informs me that this institution will
not prepare me for my field, that
my plans are superannuated. My
mind is feeling all but delapidated.
This college is a truly beautiful
place except for the people.
Marveling at the architecture, the
elaborate edifice of education
stands out so much more boldly
against the backdrop of backward,
primitive, distasteful Hartford.
The distasteful people here profess
to be enlightened and progressive
representatives of their generous
social status, but it appears to me
that mockery is the fondest form of
flattery. Let me sip my tea in a
toast to the sexually sublimated
venereal aristocracy which feigns
virility at the expense of justice to
the fairer half. The crudes! Show
me the raunchiest Princeton man
next to the best beast on this
campus and ladies from Trinity to
the halls of Tripoli will shout, "No
contest!" Speaking from experience, and experience is the
cutest form of knowing, if not the
crudest (and most frustrating at
good ol' Trin), I can say that "Let
them eat cake" was no
justification for revolution, just a
whimmer of distasteful Stalinism.
I surely shan't sign my real
name, for the restrooms

reasoning, use a recent example to
show what I mean. Ted Lockwood
was recently elected president of
the AAC, and in his remarks he
said that it is through the study of
liberal arts that we can "achieve
the breadth of understanding and
moral sensitivity that allow for the
proper use of the knowledge we
convey." Great...I sincerely hope
Ted Lockwood will, along with the
rest of us, use his "understanding
and moral sensititivy" to see what
the Marines' really stand for: Tiie
delivery of America's peculiar
brand of death and destruction to
peoples world-wide. But one little
thing makes me doubt that Ted is
struggling very much with this
"fascinating issue." (Thoseare the
words he used last year to describe
Marine recruitment on campus; I
wonder if the South Vietnamese or
the Dominicans feel the Marines
are a "fascinating issue"?) Any
way, a few weeks ago, I read Doc
Lock s article about his trip to
Latin America. And I tried to
figure out what kind of a "moral
sensititivy" allows a liberallyeducated elite eastern college
President to even set foot on
Chilean soil, where the blood of
President Allende and the blood of
hundreds of Chileans involved in
the struggle for human rights, was
spilled by American money.

Since its really your money, the
administration might:
1) Charge you less to begin with,
and count the interest towards
rooming costs.
2)Give you all five stubs
redeemable at 50tf each for five
months.
3) Or, more reasonably, kick the
money into the scholarship fund - it
can use all the help it can get.
Anyway, it's your money - do
I am embarrassed that even in a
what you want to with it.
small way Lockwood gave such
Steve Cecil support
to what has to be one of the
most repressive regimes in the
world today. So how does this
relate, to Trinity and Marine
recruitment? Well, in a very real
sense, if it were not for the good
works of the USMC in Latin
America, I doubt that it would have
even been possible for Ted to even
have made such a journey. So in
part what I'm saying is that all of
these institutions are interconnected, and we must begin
by speaking more truthfully, and
stop kidding ourselves about the
"breadth of understanding and
moral sensitivity" which we all are
supposedly acquiring.
Peter Jessbp

'Lockwood1
The return of Marine recruiters
to Trinity's campus drives home
the realization that we do indeed
live within the belly, of the beast, in
a sense. We are all so pacified,
demoralized, dehumanized (and
lest it sound self-righteous, let me
be the first to include myself in this
group) and institutionalized that
we fail to see sometimes that
Trinity is the -Marines and the
Marines are Trinity. (Whew, even
as I write this, I'm not sure' I can
make all the connections
necessary to even substantiate this
allegation to myself.) But let's, by
some
perhaps
roundabout

'Carter'
To the Editor:
Dear Mr. Kassel, '79;
I read that article too. It was
nasty. It was all I could do to
collect myself and vent my rage in
a letter to the Tripod. Having
considered the matter fully, and
having calmed down a little, I must
fully agree with you^ Mr. Kassell,
Jimmy Carter "obviously does not
have the mental capacity evoked
by Mr. Hornung's description!"
Thank you,
Candy Date
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The Administration of Justice

by Ross Lewin
s Lewin

bounded by political constraints. Dean of Students was that the
Few Trinity students recognize
The way in which the law fraternity was warned to keep its
that the ultimate source of control
operates at Trinity College can cannon oil-campus and that next
that Trinity as an institution
best be understood by looking at time, the entire fraternity would be
possesses over the lives of its
two specific examples of how these admonished.
students is the college regulations
regulations were actually applied
set forth in the College Handbook.
The obvious question in comto 'deviant' behavior. Last October
These regulations set the bounduring the sit-in at Career Coun- paring these two cases is why did
daries of acceptable behavior for
seling in protest of the Marines, the first group receive such harsh
any student, administrator or
several students came in conflict treatment in relation to the second.
faculty member. In the case of the
with the college regulations by The Marine protesters were enstudent, he can lose the privilege of
interfering "with entrance to or tirely non-violent and created no
membership in the Trinity comegress from the College or any physical damage. The fraternity
munity despite the fact that he has
College
facility."
After did. The Marine protesters were
paid $5000 a year for that privilege.
acknowledged to be sincerely
acknowledging
the
sincere
Interestingly enough, students
motivations of these students, the motivated. The motivations of the
are subject to this set of rules
fraternity appear questionable.
which is set down by the ad- Dean of Students censured them Still, the protesters received a
for
the
remainder
of
the
academic
ministration . and,
more
year. A censure is more serious censure, which is a serious
specifically, the President of the
than an admonition, the first level penalty, while the fraternity did
College. Therefore, in any conflict
of
warning for serious offenses and not even receive an admonitionbetween students and adless severe than a suspension. The which is the first level of formal
ministration, the administration
has already set the ground rules. students were further warned that warning of serious blame.
any further trouble 'with the law'
Looking beyond the derivation of
would result in suspension.
this code' of behavior, a cursory
glance at the specific regulations
The other example of the apwould lead one to cpnclude that the plication of college regulations
administration was extremely concerns a disturbance on a
benevolent when authorizing the weekend night in the Elton Dorcollege regulations.
mitory. A fraternity celebration
On face value, the regulations became sidetracked and before the
appear fair and even-handed. evening ended, the fire exHowever, the seemingly objective tinguishers had been emptied and
system of justice which these the fire alarm pulled. This
regulations establishes does not disturbance would seem to violate
function impartially. It is not nearly a half dozen college
objective. To the contrary, through regulations in that it was disora policy of selective enforcement, derly, destructive (several rooms
these regulations become a source received damage) and involved
of inequity. The enforcement of the tampering with a fire extinguisher.
•'es is not even-handed-it is The end result of a complaint to the

%J
But the question concerning tht
All in all, the reason that
disparity of treatment has not been
answered. The only answer that aisparate penalties where handed
seems appropriate is that much of out to the two groups is that justice
the power in administering is not administered rationally at
penalties at Trinity lies in the Trinity. Both groups violated
hands of the Dean of Students and college regulations and the Dean of
therefore, much of the way in Students, through the use--not
which penalties are handed out abuse-of his recognized powers,
depends upon the Dean's whims. has decided upon, yet not exThe Dean seems to feel more plained, the reason for, differing
threatened by a non-violent, well- dispositions in each case.
The issue to be raised is not that
motivated protest than by a not-soharmless fraternity prank. In fact, the Marine protesters should
the Dean recently warned all receive less harsh treatment.
The issue is not that the
students that if anybody-including
those persons who had not been fraternities should receive more
censured-attempted to prevent the severe sanctions.
The issue is what type of adMarines from recruiting, he would
recommend they be suspended for ministration of justice we have at
a considerable length of time Trinity.
The only viable answer seems to
(which he defined as from a
be an administration of injustice,
semester to a year.)

Money, Money,
and Farewell
BY CHICO

This is a farewell editorial.
Outside pressures have forced
Chico and The Man to terminate
their partnership. This editorial
will explain why.
Last week Trinity had its annual
phon-a-thon to raise money for the
college. Naturally being loyal
students Chico and The Mao gave
their time to the drive. Chico and
The Man raised enough money for
a. new squash and tennis complex
and also received some amusing
answers to their pleas. Here are
the taped highlights of those phone
calls.
Chico; "Hello Mr. West I'm
sitting here wearing a three piece
suit playing dialing for dollars. We
have selected your number at
random."
Mr. West; "What is this a game
show? Ethel come quick its a game
show."
Chico; "Yes it's a game show
and you're our instant loser."
The Man; "Hello Mr. Piper I'm.
calling to ask you to be a friend of
Trinity values. I notice that you
were kind enough to donate $100
last spring."
/..
Mr. Piper; "Yes well that was
last spring, I can't see how a
respectable college can allow its
name to be mixed up with great
white sharks. You see I'm from
Greenwhich, Introductions are
becoming very embarrassing. In

fact I may be forced to move to
Darien."

Peanuts - A Fable

Chico; "Hello Mr. Walton. I
noted that you played squash for
Trin in 1958. You'll be happy to
by Seth Price
know that the squash team beat
Yale this year. However we need
Once upon a time, there lived a
your continuous support."
man. This man was a farmer, one
Mr. Walton; "Yes I'd be happy to of the biggest in the whole country.
donate a used squash ball."
On his farm, he grew fifty types of
Chico; "Well sir, we were food. In one corner, were the
thinking more along the lines of a tomatoes. Plump and red, they
court,"
were the proudest possession of the
The Man; "Hello Mr. Katzka I'm farmer, Because they were his •
calling on behalf of the campaign proudest possession, the farmer
babied the tomatoes. Color
for Trinity Values.".
Mr. Katzka; "I won't give a dime television sets, watches, clothes;
to that damn college. It's far too whatever the tomatoes wanted,
they got.
radical."
The Man; "Yes Sir I heartily
agree. I notice that you work for
I.B.M. If you refuse to give money
could you at least get me a job?
Chico; "Hello Mr. Smith I'm
calling on behalf of the campaign
for Trinity values. I notice that you
were generous enough to give
$20,000 two years ago." Could you
help us out again?"
Mr. Smith; "I refuse."
Chico; "Well sir is there any
particular reason why?"
Mr. Smith; "Yes there is. I think
that the editorials in the Tripod by
Chico and The Man are pure
raunch and insulting to any normal
person's sense of humor and good
taste."

In another corner of the farm sat
the mushrooms. Small and ugly,
they were belittled by all the other
produce on the farm.
Out where the wheat grew, stood
a single stalk. Called Gerald, he
was head of all the produce on the
farm. Other produce kidded him,
calling him a silly stalk and around
the farm a question was asked.
When the election came in
November, would Gerald, once
again, emerge as the leader?

all the peanuts turned to him.
Election returns show that only 5%
of the dark peanuts voted for
Jimmy.) Jimmy promised a new
day for all peanuts. Dark and light
would unite, the peanut plot would
become a desireable place to live
("Who knows?" mused Jimmy.
' 'Maybe some day we ca n get some
tomatoes to move over here"), and
that horrendous mess of governmental agencies would be
eliminated.
For four years, Jimmy served
the peanuts. Under the constitution
of Peanutland, Jimmy was not
permitted to serve another term as
its head. But what if someday he,
like Gerald, could be head of all the
produce? The thought haunted
him. '.
Two years passed and Jimmy
decided to challenge Gerald for
head of all the farm produce. Not

Something strange was hap-,
pening back in Peanutland. Instead of rejoicing that one of their
own might become head of all the
produce, the peanuts were
mysteriously quiet. They could not
understand why the other produce
on the farm would want Jimmy to
be their head.
Meanwhile, Jimmy moved
around the farm making speeches
and it became painfully obvious
why the other peanuts were not
enthusiastic about his candidacy.
Why did he tell the tomatoes one
thing and the mushrooms another.
Why was he often so unclear when
discussing the major issues of the
farm? Why did Jimmy claim to
have cut the governmental
bureaucracy while he was the head
of Peanutland when, in fact, he. had
increased it by some 20%?
No answers were forthcoming
from Jimmy. He simply continued
to flash that peanut smile and talk
of new leadership on the farm.
For awhile, people were won
over to Jimmy's style of campaigning. In the first primary, held
in Potatosville, Jimmy was the
winner...

Early in his career, when he was
just a young man, the farmer had
planted his peanuts. All had not
been peaceful on the peanut plot or
as it was called, Peanutland. The
light ones argued with the dark
ones, Peanutland was becoming a
vast wasteland' and a large
government bureaucracy had
emerged. Three hundred governmental agencies had been
established to handle the affairs of
the peanuts. Under Lester, leader
of the peanuts, little was done to
alleviate any of these problems.
In a corner of Peanutland sat a
young peanut with an infectious
smile. When it came time to elect a
new leader of the peanuts, it was
decided to find a new face, so all
the peanuts turned to Jimmy, as
the young peanut was af-.
fectionately called. (Well not quite

name just a few. But Jimmy soon
established himself as the main
threat to Gerald.

only did Jimmy challenge Gerald.
Many others also tried to unseat
him. There were Morris the
Mango, Fred the Fig, Ronnie the
Raison and George the Grape, to

...but this story has a happy
ending. After the novelty of Jimmy
had worn off, and as the produce
began to see through Jimmy s
false front, they stopped supporting him and shifted their
support to one of their old, wise and
trusted leaders, Hubert the Zucchini. Hubert easily defeated.
Gerald for head of the produce ana
everyone lived happily ever •at-,
!
ter...except for Jimmy.
Unconfirmed rumors have it that
Jimmy was soon seized by tne
farmer and turned into a cashew.
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An Editor's Journal

On Speaking Freely
Over my desk a poster reads,
'Remember Vietnam.' It wasn't
mine to begin with, but it has
become mine, my heritage, sort of.
The poster's a key, tying together
the then and the now, linking
moratoriums of the past with the
"new" protest planned for next
Monday.
Two issues are being confronted
by next Monday's planned antiMarine, a n t i - " a c a d e m i c
neutrality" actions. The first, the
most obvious, is the existence of
the Marine Corps itself, that arm of
the federal government which still
embodies the policies responsible
for Vietnam, the Dominican
Republic and Lebanon. The
second, the more elusive, is the
college's official position of
"academic - neutrality - open
academic community." The center
of much discussion in the late
sixties, this latter issue raised
many questions that were left
unanswered. The same questions

are still valid: it's a case of only
the names changing.
Is the college taking a political
stand by giving the Marines the
right to recruit on the Trinity
campus? Further, what is the
difference between providing an
organization with a place to recruit
and supporting said organization?
We are told that if the college
were to officially take sides (say no
to the Marines, for instance), our
tax exempt status would be
jeopardized. The "open academic
community" is a marketplace of
ideas, the story goes, free speech
being the medium of exchange.
Deny a party the right to barter in
the marketplace, it is argued, and
free speech becomes a token as if it
weren't already.
If free speech is really a
possibility in our "open academic
community," then why the threat
to the college's tax exempt status
when an arm of the "open national
community" (such as the Marine

Corps) is challenged?
A possible answer is that an
"open national community" does
not exist. This would mean that our
"open academic community" is an
imitation of a sham. And the
failure of the "open academic
community" to condemn the likes
of the Marine Corps merely serves
to perpetuate a sham system.
Didn't someone once say
something about government
based on fear?
If free speech does indeed exist
for the "open academic community" then there could be no
threats, loss of the college's tax
exempt status would not be a
possibility. There is a difference
between singing the praises of free
speech and being unafraid to speak
freely. In the interest of its own
ideals, the college must take a real
stand and deny the Marines access
to the Trinity campus, protesting
policies that hamper freedom.
Remember Vietnam?

The Marines Bicentennial
by Mac Margolis
Tra-la! It is the bicentennial
year. Loyal to its proud heritage,
Trinity College promptly formed a
chapter of people fervently
devoted to the celebration of
America's
200th
birthday.
However, with due respect to all
the plans and festivities the Trinity
chapter has planned for us, there
seems to be a major, indeed a
glaring, omission. Forgotten in the
battery of lectures, musical
events, and the tears of nostalgia,
are the unique contributions of the
U.S. military. And among the
various branches of our illustrious
armed forces, none Stands so
prominent as the United States
Marine Corps.
Well, the Marines are also 200
years old. In fact, they are older
than the United States. "Bayonets
In The Street", a book writtenperhaps in anticipation of the
bicentennial--by Robert Higham
clearly demonstrates the past and
the purposes of our armed forces.
Indeed, Higham, an avowed
patriot (the preface of his book
states his desire to eulogize the

Marines and all the branches of the
military, and exonerate them from
popular criticism),
speaks
unabashedly about the role of the
U.S. Marines. From the Marine's
inception in 1775, they have been an
international police force involved
in "pacification" here and abroad,
and the protection of U.S. "interests" and property in foreign
lands. Moreover, before the
National Guard was conceived, the
Marines also maintained internal
security; slave revolts and labor
strikes were constantly put down
by the Marine 'militia. Involved in
nearly every one of the 160 U.S.
military interventions into foreign
countries, the Marines have truly
earned the respect and the title
Higham has dubbed them: "They
were 'infantry of colonialism' in
another sense."
Under the thin pretext of peace
and democracy, the Marine's have
occupied territory in both
hemispheres, brutalized the indigenous populace of many
countries, bolstered dictatorial
regimes, and served as the major

counter-revolutionary force in the
world. If all this seems to be
merely empty rhetoric and blatant
prejudice, consider some of the
Marine Corps' accomplishments
as revealed by Higham:
**In the late eighteenth century,
the U.S. Marines landed in foreign
ports "such as Fajardo, Puerto
Rico, to 'avenge an insult on the
American flag...' "
**In 1855 Marines intervened in
East Asia at Shanghai, Hong Kong,
Montevideo, and the Fiji Islands to
"protect American lives and
p r o p e r t y . "
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**The Marines occupied Haiti for
twenty years putting down native
revolutionary elements in order to
protect U.S. economic interests.
Says fflgham, "It had been thought
expedient to use a detachment of
Marines to escort a gold shipment
from there (Haiti) to New York
because of impending revolution."
**During the nineteen-twenties
the Marines were busy chasing the
Latin American revolutionary
leader, Augusto Sandino, for six
years until a "constitutional

president" could be inserted under
Marine occupancy.
**In 1966, in the village of Xuan
Ngoc, Vietnam, a squad of Marines
gang-raped a young woman and
killed the remainder of her family.
The next day the Marine platoon
returned to make the atrocity
appear like a military conflict with
the Vietcong. (from the First
Casualty," by philip Knightley).
**In 1975 the freighter ship
Mayaguez sailed into contested
waters outside of Indochina. The
ship was seized by a patrolling
Cambodiaji gunboat. The U.S.
Marines were sent toclaim the boat
by a massive sea and air invasion
after the Cambodian govt. had
agreed to release the Mayaguez.
Shelling of the mainland continued
for several hours after the
Mayaguez was recovered.
There are many other examples.
Santo Domingo, Lebanon, and
Laos all corroborate this history of
American intervention. And all
these events reveal not merely a
pattern or a propensity for the U.S.
govt. to violently assert its will but
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rather a system-sophisticated and
well-oiled-designed to control and
coerce certain foreign countries to
succumb to American demands.
If we have any doubts as to the
function of the U.S. Marine Corps,
if we still view the Marines as a
peacekeeping force devoted to the
safeguarding of democracy, and if
we see the Marines' bicentennial
as a cause for celebration, then our
history-particularly the last
twenty years-has told us nothing
or told us lies. And, in any final
assessment of the Marine Corps,
there are and will always be some
uncounted votes. The Haitians, the
Puerto Ricans, those in the
Dominican Republic, millions of
Indochinese~in short, the countless
victims of the Marine Corpscannot debate the relative merits
of our international police force in
this academic market-place of
ideas.
Join us Monday, March 8, in
front of career counseling, to
protest the presence of Marine
Recruiters on the Trinity campus.
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Mor e Commentar y// /
The Odor Of The Democratic Presidential Race
The man who is challenging
by Steve Usdin
If Hamlet was still around he Carter for the conservative vote is
would probably be stumbling the Honorable George Wallace.
around, muttering something The very fact that he is very
about things being rotten. It might serious and viable candidate for
be a little difficult to understand the presidency is a sad comexactly what he meant because the mentary on the mockery that has
number of things around that become our electoral process.
might be raising the stench makes There he is, right back there on top
it a little troublesome to figure out by virtue of the very same issue
which mess is the smelliest. It that put him there in the first place
could easily be the current -integration, or more properly, the
American political situation. There lack thereof. Wallace is holding
are a lot of issues and even more rallies that are strangely
"candidates" that are contributing reminiscent of revival meetings
to the decadence that seems to and the people that flock to these
meetings are the same ones who
pervade our society,
were
assaulting blacks and stoning
Take a look at the Democratic
front-runner, Jimmy Carter who buses. It is frightening to realize
prides himself on his ability to that the only state that voted
present a hon-ideolical candidacy. against Richard Nixon will also
He admitted on national television allow George Wallace to win their
that his appeal to the voters lies in primary or at least finish very
his ability to provide the voters strongly. There is a very real
with an attractive, smiling image, possibility that George Wallace
instead of feasible, sound stands on will go to the Democratic Conthe issues that lie at the bottom of vention with at least five hundred
our problems. His ability to evade delegates, enough strength if not to
issues while smoothly parrying place him on the ticket, then at
questions is impressive in a sad, least enough delegate strength to
slick way. His belief that this is influence the party ticket and
what the people really want is a platform.
frightening insight that becomes
somehow tragic when you realize
So it is left up to someone from
that he might just be right-take a
look at the results of the New the liberal wing of the Democratic
Hampshire primary and the Iowa party to come along strong enough
Caucus. There are candidates that to offset the reactionary tip that
are addressing the issues, in one Carter and Wallace are imposing
form or another, from one per- on the party Mo Udall seems to be
spective or another, but somehow the strongest liberal in the race at
the one candidate that emerges as this point in support if nothing else.
the front-runner, is the candidate With the issue-oriented, populist
tha.tproudly admits his strength is campaign of Fred Harris in serious
that he has no consistent ideology trouble after a fourth place finish
or no firm stands on the issues. His in New Hampshire and Birch Bayh
success is a result of his being faltering due to lack of money
someone the voters can trust - or at which is due to a lack of solidified
least that is what Carter claims. support, the field seems to be
However if you consult his former narrowing rapidly. That is exactly
lieutenant governor and examine what the liberals must do in order
the curious lack of support from his to effectively offset the conformer colleagues, governors from servatism of Carter and Wallace;
across the country a drastically they must consolidate their supdifferent image is given. Lester port behind one, strong candidate.
Maddox, an open racist but an As soon as the liberals get
honest one,-was Jimmy Carter's organized; and as soon as Carter
lieutenant- governor and he begins to get pinned down on issues
travelled all the way up to New to which he has no answers; and as
Hampshire at his own expense just soon as George Wallace^ record as
to campaign against Carter; he a racist and a governor gets a little
repeatedly called' Carter, "the publicity and insight, then maybe,
most dishonest man I have ever hopefully, if we are lucky, we
met." And a brief examination of might get a Democratic candidate
numerous governor's opinions on who can do something towards
the "frontrunner" brings up such cleaning up the stench.
words
as
"backstabber,"
"dishonest" and "untrustworthy".
-Yet still with only meager results
in, this man is the leader of the
pack.
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Lavatory Nostalgia
by Arthur Robinson
"I'm a senior," said the third,The other morning in Mather I "so thank God I shall not have to
went downstairs to use the men's see that day. But when I return as
room. All four booths wer.e.oc- an.ahjmnus, the college will never
cupied, and I was about to wait' seefti the saine without this room
when I recalled the new lavatory • where T spent so many happy
upstairs, which had .been 'installed moments!" He nearly broke down
last year but which I had hardly with emotion.
ever used. I went Upstairs and
found it unoccupied. It suddenly
"The room upstairs has almost
occurred to me that there might be no grafitti!" said the second
a human interest story in this, so I student. "It's a new breed that uses
rushed back downstairs and in- it. They're the practical kind-no
terviewed the four who were using appreciation for the aesthetic
the booths there.
beauty of the language."
"Why do you use'this men's room
"Or the setting," added the first
instead of the one upstairs, which
is newer, cleaner, and more student.
"I suppose you, too, are nostalgic
convenient?" I asked.
about this room?" Tasked the
"Because it is newer!" said the fourth
student.
first student.
... . , ,
"Well,
not exactly," he said.
"You mean you keep forgetting "I'm a freshman."
the new one is there?" I asked.
"I wish I could!" he moaned. "It
"But then the lavatory upstairs
symbolizes for me the way the '. has been here as long as you
college is changing and losing its have!" I exclaimed. "Why do you
charm. It lacks the character of use this one?"
this room."
His face adopted the expression
"One of these years they'll of humble patriotic pride.
probably tear this room down,"
"This room is part of a
said the second student, "and it tradition," he said, "and I consider
will be but a treasured memory of it a duty and an honor to carry on
our bygone youth."
that tradition!"

'RUN FOR YOUR LIVES

Rocks

IT'S THE PRIMARY MONSTER!'

More Letters

by C. P. Stewart
pseudo-intellectuals like her on
A trend that started during the
initiation night, the pledges could
Christmas shopping days is just
merely have a great time
now causing great consternation
imagining the antics they would be
among administration officials on
going through. This would be great
campus.
Whiting Forensic Institute in fun and would give the pledges
The issue is pet rocks and there Middletown is a Department of great typing practice besides,
are strongfelt emotions by many Mental Health facility which
But alas, the motion was
that they be banned from college houses law offenders
with defeated by the narrow vote of 53-1.
grounds. Conservative stoneheads emotional difficulties. Project The lone dissenting vote was cast
are adamant in their opinion that R.I.P.*
Rehabilitation
in by Whitney, our mascot, who
only those rock lovers living off Prison—is the volunteer program stated • that
he
agreed
campus should be allowed to which brings together Trinity wholeheartedly with Miss Donneiy.
harbor pet rocks. They say students and the institutionalized
Oh well, see ya on initiation
numerous people have been men at Whiting.
night, Ann.
tripping over these rocks, that they
Tom Lines, 77
are rarely leashed and tend to go To the Editor:
P.S. By the way, the incident with
wild at night. Some even swear
Before Open Period there was a the fire extinguisher at Elton had
they have witnessed students special letter printed in the Tripod
walking their rocks late at night on explaining the transportation nothing whatsoever to do with the
top of High Rise leaving little problems that the volunteer Crow House members either on its
messes that the janitorial service program was having and asking initiation night or any other time.
has to clean up.
for help. Due to the determined
In light of all this opposition, efforts of Project R.I.P. members
owners of rocks, who feel very and the response of other Trinity
close to their pets given to them by students who offered use of their
their parents on that joyful cars and also began volunteering,
Christmas morning, have set up a the continuance of the program for
Rock Or Roll vigilante committee. this semester has been insured.
This secret society will either The program has grown to include
make the administration meet twenty-two Trinity students who ,
their demands for rocks on campus visit Whiting on four and now
(CPS)—Unionism is catching on
or else heads will roll. And a rolling possibly five weekdays,
at college campuses, a new
head gathers nothing; ;
I want to offer my own thanks national survey of faculty has
So the alternatives are simple. and also that of the men at Whiting found.
Until rocks are legalized they will for such a prompt and enthusiastic
Of the 3,000 profs questioned in
be jumping out in the wee hours of response.
the Ladd-Lipset survey, 72 percent
the morning from behind
Sincerely, said they would vote to unionize if
camouflaging dark green bushes to
Nancy M. Sargon given the opportunity. And over the
flagellate anyone who is anti-rock.
Trinity 75 past year, quite a few have jumped
This could be the big "rock scare"
Coordinator of Volunteer Ac- at the chance.
of the 70s. Beware if you see the tivities
During 1974-75, the faculty at
dreaded double-R carved in your
Whiting Forensic Institute only
15 colleges opted for collective
door.
Middletown, Ct. 06457 bargaining. By the start of 1976,
Of quartz, the pro-rock senhowever, 294 colleges had gone the
1
timent does not just end with the
union route.
terrorist movement. Naturally one
Unionism follows traditional
must consider there are other
class lines, the survey found.
considerations that must be met To the Editor:
After reading Michael Madore's Faculty at less prestigious twowith considerable considering.
Think, after all, of the en- latest installment of Aviators, in year colleges and universities feel
vironmental and geological last week's Tripod, I felt that it was more favorable about unionizing
aspects. With the extinction of pet Madore's'best contribution to date. than do faculty at Ivy League
I remember well thinking that schools.
rocks, the entire evolutionary
process will be upset. If you cut off Madore's first articles were almost
the life of a rock at such an early incomprehensible, but it is apage how will we ever have parent to me that he has improved
and mastered his style. It has
boulders? .
A Maryland bill that would delay
changed from bad nonsense to
And the humanitarian side of the good "absurdity. The two are dif- cremations until twelve hours after
argument is
is pitiable as to its ficult to distinguish (or perhaps t person dies has aroused anger
possible consequences. After all, not: the former is just verbiage, from the state's funeral directors.
as one student has already said, "A the latter takes on meaning despite
Supporters of the bill say that it
man's best friend s are his rocks," its absurdity) but the difference is will prevent the mistaken idenCan we rightfully eliminate rocks there nevertheless.
tification of bodies and allow for a
from our community and subject
possible change in heart by the
Bravo
Knickers
and
Madore.
tuition-paying members to the Keep up the^good (and intriguing) deceased's family. But one insocial, economic and political work.
dignant funeral director retorted
repurcussions that will unYours truly, that in 39 years in the business he
doubtedly result if rocks are
,
John
Shannon had "never picked up the wrong
banned?
corpse." Another funeral director
And what of those hapless postthat holding human
y complait.ed
war babies who were raised on The
remains for 12 hours would disrupt
Fliriestones? Wouldn't Fred
the efficiency of his business.
Flinestone be ashamed to know To the Editor:
Cremation is generally a fraction
that Trinity College was the first to
After taking Miss Donneiy's of the cost of an average funeral
prohibit pet rocks from being on letter into consideration, we and, according to another
campus?
thought about the possibility of Maryland
cremator,
l esS
Administration, be kind. Rocks requiring each pledge to hand in an discriminatory: 'White funeral
need just as much love as any other 8-10 page typed paper on "What I directors don't bury colored
human being. Let not your hearts would like to do for my initiation." people. We cremate regardless ol
turn to stone.
That way, instead of embarrasing race or color."

'RIP.

Solidarity
Forever

'Madore

Burning Delay

*No Crow
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Announcements
Hebrew Table

Students having or desiring the
ability to converse in Hebrew are
invited to gather in the Cave on
Thursday afternoons between one
and two "at the Hebrew table. We
will be joined by Geula Janovsky,
from the JCC, who will stay until
three to discuss programs to Israel
with all interested students
faculty and administration.

Israeli Dancing
The Israeli Dance group will
again meet on Wednesday night
between 7:30 and 9, in the
Washington Room. All are invited
to participate.

Seder

Convention

Bloodmobile Today

Hillel
of
Springfield will
will be
be
11
- f weekend
Springfield
holding"' a
Convention
The Bloodmobile is here today,
from March 12 until March 14 at 11:30-4:30,
the Washington
the Springfield Jewish Community Room. Pleaseingive!
Center. While the last sign-up date
was March 1, it still is possible to
go. Contact Steve Berkowitz at 5273151, x464 for an application form
and more details.
Sheila Rinehart, Visiting Lecturer in Art History at Trinity
College will deliver an illustrated
Have you lost a pair of gloves lecture on "Cassiano dal Pozzo and
this winter, or a pocket calculator, the Origins of Scientific Armaybe? These and many other chaeology" on Tuesday, March 2,
valuables are waiting for their 1976 at 8:15 p.m. in McCook
owners in the Security office. The Auditorium at Trinity,
treasure trove currently includes

"Treasure Trove"

three pocket calculators, several

sets of keys, numerous pairs of
glasses, several winter coats and
jackets, scarves, hats, a collection
of gloves in singles and pairs that
includes woolen, leather, and ski
gloves, and a dazzling collection of
watches and jewelry.

Puerto Rico

Yiddish

Kol Sabar

All interested in keeping kosher
for Passover (April 14-23) please
contact either Martin Kanoff (2490865) or Steve Berkowitz (527-3151.
x 464). Meals will be available on a
full-or part-time basis, but we must
know by March 10 at the very latest
so as to order dinners from New
York.

Coin-Op
Washing machines and dryers on
campus are now coin-operated and
cost 35*. The deadline for receiving
refunds on unused laundry tickets
is 5 p.m., Friday, March 5. Bring
the tickets to the office of Student
Services for the refund.

Summer Jobs

To the Students of Trinity College:
Applications are currently
The annual budgetary process is available in the Career Counseling
now getting underway. It is at this Office for summer jobs with the
time that 90% of the budget monies Hartford Urban League. They are
are appropriated to the 35 due within two weeks.
organizations, throughout the
school. Because of this, the
overwhelming majority of next
years events are now in the
There will be a lecture-workshop
planning stage. DO NOT think that on African dance and drumming
you, the individual student, do not taught by Nita Ma thews and Al
have an input into this process. It is Carter on Tuesday, March 2 at 7:30
YOUR money, you get an input into in Seabury 47. All are welcome.
how it is spent. If you do not actively
participate
in an
organization and/or did not help
plan its 1976-77 budget, you can still
Interview
be heard through the Budget
Mar. 4: "Equity or Reverse
"The Career Counseling Office Committee. The Budget Com- Discrimination? Should Race Be
mittee
is
composed
of
thirteen
(13)
has obtained from Yale University
Considered In the Admissions
a video cassette tape entitled, "The students elected by YOU. If you Policies of Graduate and
Interview Game". Through a have any suggestions as to how Professional
Schools?" A
humorous TV game show format your money should be spent, you colloquium conducted by Professor
the tape discusses job interview can come to the individual Samuel Hendel and sponsored by
strategy and technique, and offers meetings at a later date or drop a the Department of Political
professional recruiters critique of line to any of the members listed Science. 7:30 p.m. in Alumni
below.
live taped interviews.
Lounge of Mather Campus Center.
"The Interview Game" will be
Take an interest NOW, instead of Free to the public.
shown at 1:00 p.m., 3:00 p.m., and complaining next year.
March 7: "CurrentsII," im5:00 p.m. on Wednesday, March 3,
For the Budget Committee, Jeff provisation in sound and motion
1976 in Seabury 9. All un- Meltzer, P.O. 1229, 524-1614; Jim with Judy Dworin, Assistant
dergraduates and graduate Essey, P.O. 718, Chairman; Peter Professor of Dance and Director of
students are welcome to attend." Crosby, P.O. 706; Larry Golden, the Dance Program at Trinity, and
P.O. 1148; Bob Hurlock, P.O. 161; Mark Miklavcic, musician and
Mike Leverone, P.O., 1194; Bruce composer. 3:00 p.m. in Hamlin
Rita Geada, prize-winning Cameron, P.O. 687; Rich Levan, Hall. Admission charge.
Cuban poet and currently P.O. 206; Kathy Maye, P.O. 567;
professor of Spanish at Southern Hank Merens, P.O. 808; Donald
Connecticut State College, will Romanik.P.0.1741; Debbie Smith,
present a reading, with com- P.O. 1024; Jeanne Wilson, P.O. 651.
Please feel free to submit any
mentary, of her poetry in the Life
and all pictures (candids, events,
Sciences Center Auditorium on
scenics) that you may have taken
Wednesday, March 3, at 7:30 p.m.
during the Christmas term. Any
A short story, "Teddy, Where negatives will also be appreciated.
The reading in Spanish will be
followed by the translations of Are You?" will be read on WRTC All materials are returnable.
Donald D. Walsh, recent translator at 9:30 p.m. Wednesday, March 3, Submit to: The IVY, Box 3028.
of the poetry of Pablo Neruda. The by Milli Silvestri, who has been an
recital, sponsored by the Depart- actress and director in Greater
ment of Modern Languages, is Hartford area theater for many
years and is assistant director of
open to the public.
"The Career Counseling Office is
news at the Trinity College News
Bureau. The story is by Prof. sponsoring a Resume Workshop, to
"Stephen Minot from his book of be held on Tuesday, March 9, 1976
Anyone interested in learning short stories, Crossings, which has at 7:30 p.m. in McCook
about the intercollegiate sailing had excellent reviews since its Auditorium. Expert resume
program at Trinity should contact publication last year.
writers and readers will discuss
either Jim Cobbs, Olgilby 35, 249do's and don'ts in the preparation
4829, or Richard Walton, Jarvis
of summer and/or permanent job321, 246-8325. This is the opseeking resumes. This Workshop is
portunity to learn about the
This year's Capitol Concert timed to be helpful during spring
program, before the spring Series is featuring Paul Winter vacation. All undergraduates and
scheduling meeting.
Consort whole earth music on Mar. graduate students are welcome to
4 and the Bowen-Peters Dancers attend."
highlighting African dance and
drumming on Mar. 11 in the Hall of
Flags at 12 noon at the capitol. All
concerts are free.
There will be an open technique
class on Wednesday/March 3 at
7:30 in Seabury 47 taught by
The Trinity Outing Program Constance Holton, Dance Faculty,
invites everyone (students, Northfield/Mt. Hermon School and
faculty, etc.) to Wean Lounge, Friday, March 5 at 1:15 in Seabury
Tues., March 2 at 7 p.m. for films, 47 taught by Dana Holby, Dance
refreshments, and talk of what faculty, Boston Conservatory of
Music. All are welcome.
TOP is all about.

Rinehart Lecture

Trinity Hillel Society will
sponsor a Seder on the first night of
Passover. April 14, at 7 p.m. in the
Red dining room. Those interested
in attending should contact Hillel
by phone or mail, or leave their
name, box number, and phone
' number with the Chaplain's
secretary. Jewish students not able
lo go home for Passover seders
During Spring break, members
have been invited to join young of the Trinity community and
families in the greater Hartford friends have the opportunity to
area. Contact Hillel if this is your spend a week in San Juan, Puerto
case..
Rico. Leaving March 13 and
returning March 20, the trip inTonight, at 7:45, the Free cludes roundtrip air tranUniversity course in Yiddish will sportation, Hartford to San Juan,
meet at 30 Crescent St. Beginners including meals and beverages in
flight; hotel accommodation for
welcome.
seven nights at the Regency Hotel;
roundtrip transfers between airport and hotel; hotel tax;
A new feature to Special gratuities; services of local tour
Programming has been added at guides; and preregistration upon
WRTC recently. Called "Kol arrival at the Regency. The cost is
Sabar", this program hosted by $269 for quadruple occupancy, $279
Steve Berkowitz presents modern for triple occupancy, and $299 for
, Israeli music and poetry. You can double occupancy. Applications
tune in on Monday and Tuesday and additional information are
evenings from 9:30 until 10:00 on available in the Office of Student
Services.
WRTC, 89.3 FM.

Passover

Budget

African Dance

TCBC Programs

Rita Geada

IVY Photos

WRTC Reading

Resumes

Sailing

Concert

Technique

T.O.P.

PIZZA HOUSE

( A C R O S S F R O M TRINITY COLLEGi)
287 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE -HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Richard Sfaron, Prop.

• DELICIOUS PIZZA
• HOT OVEN GRINDERS
• ROAST BEEF GRINDERS
• SPAGHETTI
Phone 247 0234

r

CALL WHEN YOU LEAVEAND YOUR
PIZZA WILL BE READY WHEN YOU ARRIVE
BUY 4 PIZZAS - ANY SIZE - GET

SINCE 1860 THE MOST FAMOUS NAME IN

Business Men's Luncheons Dally &Dinner Daily—

sed Sundays'

MARBLE PILLAR

22CentralRow,
Tel.247-454?
'.
Just minutes from the CIVIC Center
' :
BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY, THE JACOB HIATT INSTITUTE IN
ISRAEL Year Program, Fall Term only,or Spring Term only
Earn 16 credits for the semester
Juniors and seniors eligible
Applications now being accepted for Fall and Year programs, 1976-77:
due March 15. (No language requirement.)
Applications for Spring program due November 15. (Beginning
knowledge of Hebrew required.)
Financial aid available
Obtain information from;
The Jacob Hiatt Institute
Office of International Programs
Brandeis University
Waltham, Mass. 02154
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News Notes
Honors Day

Course Drop

The annual Honors Day
Friday, 2 April 1976, is the last
ceremony, to be held in May of day for finishing courses graded
1976, is a time when many prizes "Incomplete" last term. This is
and other awards are presented to also the last day to drop Trinity
members of the student body. Most Term courses: courses in which a
of the prizes to be awarded are student is enrolled after 2 April
described in the Catalogue 1976 will, according to faculty
beginning on page 228. Interested rules, be graded. This deadline
students should contact ap- comes right after spring vacation.
propriate departments or faculty
members that are listed if they
wish to know more about the terms
Mr. Thomas Dingman of the
of awards. The, Office of
Educational Services coordinates College Venture Program will be
at Trinity on Monday, 8 March.
Honors Day.
Make appointments through Mrs.
Kidder, Dean Winslow's secretary,
on extension 432. See Mrs. Denese
You are invited to a meeting on Mann or Dean Winslow for more
study programs in Austria and information. Mrs. Mann is in
Germanic cultures to be held on Seabury 12-D on Tues. and Thurs.
Tuesday, 9 March 1976, at 7:00 p.m. from 9:30 a.m.-12:30 p,m. Her
in Alumni Lounge. We welcome college phone extension is 335.
any and all questions and comments on study abroad.
Please note that this will be an
Dr. Howard Leventhal will speak
all-student meeting. No faculty or
administration member will be in Wean Lounge at 4:15 on Wednesday, March 3 on the topic:
present.
Studies of the emotional contribution to humor and pain.

Venture

Austria

Leventhal Talks

D.C. Semester

Several programs (focused on
national government, urban affairs, foreign policy, international
development,
science
and
technology, and economic policy)
are sponsored in Washington, D.C.
by The American University.
Trinity is a member of the group of
colleges which may nominate
students to participate in these
programs. Admission is not highly
competitive. Students interested in
participating in (or finding out
about) these programs lor the
Christmas Term 1976 are urged to
consult with Dean Winslow no later
than 12 March 1976 (before Spring
Vacation begins). Applications will
be due right after Spring Vacation:
on 29, March 1976.

Barbieri Center
The Barbieri Center (Rome
Campus) will conduct its seventh
consecutive summer program
from June 10th through July 20th.
For further information contact
Professor Andrea Bianchini at Box
1374,
Applications for the Christmas
Term, 1976 at the Barbieri Center
may be secured from the Office of
Educational Services. Late applications are being accepted for
the formation of a Waiting List.

U.ofP.R.
Students interested in 1976-77 (or
either term) in Trinity's exchange
program with the University of
Puerto Rico are requested to talk
with Professor Andrian and Dean
Winslow.

Ethnic Dance
The Dance Department at
Trinity College will sponsor an
Ethnic Dance ' Series beginning
March 2. The series, which is free
and open to the public, will include
a variety of lecture demonstrations
and participatory workshops on a
broad cross-section of ethnic dance
forms including African, MidEastern, Japanese and American
Indian.
The first lecture workshop will
be given on Tuesday, March 2 at
7:00 p.m. in Seabury 47 by Juanita
Mathews, administrative assistant
for the Trinity College Upward
Bound Program. Ms. Mathews will
give a brief lecture on "Fanga,"
the Nigerian dance of welcome,
and then teach the basic dance
steps. Al Carter of the Artists
Collective in Hartford will accompany her on drums.
A lecture-workshop on Belly
Dancing will take place Thursday,
March 4 at 7:00 p.m. in Seabury 47
given by Carole L'Acagliotto of
Hartford.
Other events in the series include
a comparison of Noh and Kabuki
dance taught by Sachiyo Ito of New
York on Thursday, April 22 and a
lecture-workshop on American
Indian Dance taught on Thursday
April 29.

ADP Lecture
The Phi Kappa educational
Foundation and the Alpha Delta
Phi Fraternity are sponsoring a
free lecture featuring ex-CIA

ATTENTION P R E - M E D STUDENTS
PREPARE FOR A P R I L 24,1976 MCAT
Over 38 years of experience
and success
Voluminous home study
materials
Courses that are constantly updated
THERE IS A DIFFERENCE! I! 11
FOR LOCAL CLASSES
CALL: (203) 226-7737

Make-ups for
missed lessons
Complete tape
facilities for
reviews of class
use of supplementary materials

Stzwt&uR
IMPMN

EDUCATIONAL CENTER, ITO.
TE3T PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

BRANCHES IN MAJOR U.S. CITIES

BEER KEGS
ALL BRANDS
ALWAYS COLD
ALWAYS IN STOCK
WE DELIVER .
"FeatMring Hartfotd's Briest
•Sfectioh qWmBortecT& Domestic

Agent and author Victor Marchetti. Mr. Marchetti's book, The
CIA and the Cult of Intelligence, is
the first book in US history to have
received pre-publication censorship. Mr. Marchetti will speak
on Wednesday, March 3, at 8:30
p.m., in the Washington Room. All
are welcome.

Symposium
'The Influence of the Media on
the Connecticut General Assembly' will be the topic of a symposium sponsored by the Trinity
College Legislative Intership
Program this Friday, March 5, at 2
P.M. in Wean Lounge.
The sympsium is designed to get
students, reporters, and legislators
together to explore the role of the
media in the legislative process.
The formal portion of the program
will feature a panel consisting of
Representative Gerald Stevens (RMilford), House Minority Leader;
Senator Robert Houley (DVernon), Chairman of the Appropriations Committee; Marc
Caplan, Director of the Connecticut Citizens Action Group;
Larry Fellows of the New York
Times, and several reporters and
broadcasters from the Connecticut
press. Christopher Lindsay, Chief

legislative reporter of Connecticut
Public Television, will be the
moderator.
The symposium is expected to
attract a large number of
legislators and reporters from
around the state. All interested
persons are invited to attend.

Coser to Speak
Lewis A. Coser, professor of
sociology at the State University of
New York at Stony Brook and
president of the American
Sociology Associatin, will deliver a
lecture on "The Social Roots of
Intellectual Life" on Tuesday,
March 9 at 8:00 p.m. in the Life
Sciences Auditorium at Trinity
College.
The lecture, which is sponsored
by the Department of Sociology, is
free and open to the public.
Coser, former president of the
Eastern Sociological Society, was
the founding editor (with Irving
Howe) of Dissent. He was an instructor at the University of
Chicago from 1948-50 and completed his Ph.D. in sociology at
Columbia in 1954. From 1951-68 he
was a member of the faculty at
Brandeis University and served as
a professor of sociology there from
1960-68. Since 1969 he has been
Distinguished Professor at the

State University of New York
Stony Brook.
Coser publishes in the American
Journal of Sociology and in Partisan Review. He was invited to be
a Visiting Professor at the
University of California at
Berkeley in 1957-8 and was a
Fellow at the Center for Advanced
Studies in the Behavioral Sciences
in 1968-9.
The German-born professor has
written numerous books among
which are Sociology through
Literature, Men of Ideas, Georg
Simmel, Political Sociology, and
Masters of Sociological Thought.
His most influential works on Thp
Functions of Social Conflict (1956)
and Continuities in the Study of
Conflict (1967). Coser has also
edited (with Bernard Rosenberg)
Sociological Theory and (with
Irving Howe) The American
Communist Party.

Dartmouth
Students wishing to apply to
spend the Summer Term at
Dartmouth College should apply
through the Twelve College Exchange Program. Applications are
available from Dean Winslow.
Students should apply by early
May.

Ask Procter a Gamble
what you cando
with your BA degree!
\bu could becomethe
advertising/marketing manager
for one ofthese P&G products!
Although only 5 are shown here, Procter &
Gamble makes more than 50 well-known,
well-advertised consumer brands.
For each brand, there is a small
management group, usually just 3 people,
totally responsible for planning, creating
and supervising everything that is done
to increase consumer acceptance of
their brand.
The group is headed by a Brand Manager, an
important level of management in our company.
Right now, we're looking for a few highly qualified
college seniors with the potential'to become
Brand Managers.
You would start at our Cincinnati headquarters as part
of a,brand group for a specific brand, perhaps one
of those shown here. To help you learn quickly, your
Brand Manager would give you challenging assignments
of increasing responsibility in various key marketing
areas such as TV advertising, package design, special
promotions, budget planning and analysis, and
market research.
The emphasis would be on you, your ideas, your
ability to contribute. You'll be promoted on the basis
of merit alone. It's not uncommon to become a full
Brand Manager within 3-4 years.
Since you will begin to manage from the day
you join us, we're looking for "take charge" people
with outstanding records of leadership while in
college. "Superior academic achievement",
"innovative", "a record of being able to get things
done", and "good oral and written communi- .
cations skills" are some of the words we
use to describe the people we want.
If this kind of work interests you and you think
you,qualify, please send me your resume.
Ms. Sandy Moersdorf
The Procter & Gamble Co,
Advertising Personnel
P.O. Box 599— Dept. FM
Cincinnati, Ohio 45201
Art Equal Opportunity Employer

Head&
Shoulders
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BASKETBALL 1976
KINETIC...

Photos by Howard Lombard
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1975-1976 TRINITY COLLEGE VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM
No. Name
Pos.
Class
Ht.
Wt.
Secondary School
•F
23 Burks, Othar
Sr.
6- 2
175
Bishop Kenny HS
25 Blake, Arthur
So.
G-F
5-11
170
Wardlaw CDS
30 Cawelti, Brent
So.
C
6- 6
185
Univ. of Chicago HS
12 Haydasz, Steven
Sr
G
5-10
165
South Catholic HS
10McBnde,Paul
So
G
5-10
165
Trumbuli HS
32 Mistretta, Michael
Sr
C
6- 5
210
Manchester HS
24 Sokolosky, Wayne
F Sr
6- 2
175
Branford HS
31 Switchenko, Peter
Jr
C
6- 4
190
Windham HS
15 Wells, Larry
So.
G
5-10
160 -.
Robinson School
21 Weselcouch, David
Jr
F
6- 2
200
Xavier HS
Coach- Robert E. "Robie" Shults
Manager Elizabeth Hayes
Co-Captains. Steven Haydasz, iWayne Sokolosky

Hometown
Baltimore, MD
Plainfield, NJ
Chicago, IL
Hartford, CT
Trumbuli, CT
Manchester, CT
Branford, CT
Willimantic, CT
Hartford, GT
Canterbrook, CT
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B-Ballettes Net 6-5 With Regrets

by Annette Er
The preppies of Porter's were
The Trinity Women's Basketball outclassed by the older, more
Team ended' its season last week experienced (in many ways, right
with a winning but unimpressive girls?) Trinity team, Nancy Mcrecord of (i wins and 5 losses. The Dermott poured in 18 points for the
Bants beat Conn. College (5V-38). Bantams' cause, and Sue Levin
Miss Porter's (74-32), and contributed 13. Me'g McGrail was
Wesleyan (60-59), while falling to high rebounder with 9.
Kastern Conn. (58-52), Brown (59The following game saw the
4fi>, Yale 164-50). and Williams (63- Bants at Eastern Conn., a
52).
traditional rival. Beaten by 11 by
Trinity never felt the pressure of Eastern at the first meeting of the
a Conn. College comeback, from season, Trinity was out for
the opening minutes to the final revenge. However, luck and time
buzzer. Consistent performances ran out too soon as the women once
by Trinity squad members made again fell short, losing by six. The
the winning margin the only un- game was all Nancy McDermott as
certainty. Nancy. McDermott led she netted 21 points and pulled
the scoring with 22, with Sue Levin down 16 rebounds. Next year!
hitting for 10. Dawn Eberhard and
The Brown game was probably
Meg Mc.Grail combined for 23 the most disappointing, due to the
rebounds to pace the winners.
total inability of the Bantams to

play basketball that night.
Although the Brownies were no
better than Trinity, they were able
to capitalize on the Bants' lack of
offense and defense. Nancy McDermott (the big Mac) once again
was high point-getter with 16. She
also snagged 12 rebounds, and Meg
McGrail did her part by pulling
down 10.
Wesleyan gave Trinity the
biggest scare of the season, by
playing poorly in the first half and
coming on very strong in the
second half. With ten seconds left,
Wesleyan, down by two, stole the
ball and went for the layup. Nancy
McDermott intelligently fouled the
Cardinal and after the latter made
one of the shots, the pressure
proved to be too great. A missed
second shot by Wesleyan (willed

Six Seeded in NIC

Squash Scoops 16-2Season
by The Squire of Squash
If you didn't already know that
Trinity's varsity squash team had
an undefeated season with a 16-0
record, you are a dummy. And if
you didn't realize that this has
never been done before in the
history of the college then you are a
nincompoop. And if you never
came to a squash match the whole
season because you were too busy
tidying up your room or going to
the state library, then you should
be shot.
So for those dummies, nincompoops and people who should
be shot, Trinity did beat MIT (8-1)
for the final match and victory of
the regular season. Besides Hobie
Porter's match, the whole thing
was extremely routine. Hobie,
though, who has had problems
maintaining favorable press
-relations, was quite disheartened
at his playing, and he may be seen
crying in Court #3 (from one to five
p.m.) where we left him at MIT,

The agony.
But the action and sport really
started with- the arrival of the
squash team and combination
squash/basketball fans at the land
of the Menehune. After all, you
don't go through a season undefeated and remain yourself for
long. As Bahias, Maui Fizzes, and
Scorpions found their way down,
young Blair Heppe was getting to
look more like dirty old Trader Vic
every second. The funny thing was
that everybody else was getting
more and more to look like Blair
Heppe.
The champagne that flowed
reminded one of the locker room
scenes after the World Series. The
toasts were aplenty. There were
toasts to this and toasts to that.
And the Aspirin Age was been
moved from 1919-1941 to 1976 due to
the spirits of the times.
Now the team has to get primed
up for one last hurrah. This is the
National Intercollegiate Cham-

CAMPUS COLLEGE REPRESENTATIVE
Needed To Sell Brand Name

STEREO COMPONENTS
To Students At Lowest Prices.
High Commission.

NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED
Serious Inquiries Only!

- — FAS CUMPENENTS, INC.
20 Passaic Ave.,
Fairfield, New Jersey 07006.

Arlene Muzyka 201-227-6884
\\/

YALE

Interdisciplinary curriculum
designed and taught by the
Yale College Faculty.
Open to qualified students
who have completed at least
one semester of degree work
In college.

summer
term

May 30-August 15

Each center offers courses
which are not related to the
interdisciplinary piograms of
study: humor writing workshop,
Humanities Center
introduction to music, IntroForms of Literary Modernism
ductory philosophy, InterColonial America
mediate psychology on the child
Origins ol the Modern World
in society, mathematics, comModern Japan
puter science, physics, chemisFilm
try, engineering, astronomy.
Social Sciences Center
Language, Culture, and Cognition
The Study of Legal Institutions
Capitalism, Socialism, and Political Systems—Democratic
and Non-Democratic
Policy and Decision Making
• Program sponsored jointly by
the Humanities and Social
Sciences Centers
Application information:
Revolutions and Social Change
Summer Term Admissions
Natural Sciences Center
1502A Yale Station 4S
Systems
Naw Haven CT 06520
The Biosphere
(203) 432-4229
Genetics and Biochemistry

pionships being played at Williams
this weekend where we will sport
our top six players. It depends on
the luck of the draw as to how well
we'll fair, but we're looking for a
couple of seedings which should
put us in contention for a strong
finish to an already successful
season. Harvard, Princeton, and
Penn will all be there so one might
say that the tournament will not be
a cakewalk. Usually once you get
past the first round, the play
becomes quite educational. You
get to see shots you've never even
heard of,, and finesse you could
never imagine. But we're going to
be up for it. Come to Williams on
Friday if it moves you.

out of the basket by the Trinity
team) gave the Bants new hope.
The rebound was fought over for
the final seconds and a last
desperate shot by Wesleyan failed
to find the hoop. Final score: Trin
60, Wes 59. Nancy McDermott was
high with 19, with Sue "draw an
offensive foul" Levin and Kathy
Crawford contributing 13 and 10,
respectively. Meg "Hands"
McGrail pulled down 17 rebounds,
and Dawn Eberhard snagged 14.
After Open Period, the Bants had
back-to-back away games against
Yale and Williams. Against Yale,
Trinity could not seem to get the
momentum to surpass the more
consistent Yalies. Each surge was
beaten back until the final buzzer
found Trinity down by 14. The Big
Mac had one of her best games
with 23 points, and Sue Levin
contributed 13. High rebounders
were Meg McGrail with 12 and
Dawn Eberhard with 10.
Trinity closed the season with a
surprising loss to Williams. Once

again, the Bants started out strone
and totally outplayed the OD
position in the first half. However
while Trinity began to lose
momentum, Williams, seemingly a
new team in the second half could """it:
not miss. The Bants couid not
overcome the red-hot Williams
team and lost by n . Nancy McDermott scored a quiet 24 points to
lead the team. Sue Levin hit for n
and grabbed 10 rebounds. Meg
McGrail pulled down 11 for the
Bants. Final appearances were
made by seniors Dawn Eberhard
and Meg McGrail, founders of
women's basketball at Trinity
Meg leaves behind what may •be'a
new record of SIX foul:outs in one
season. Way to hack, Meg! Nancy
McDermott, the key to the Bants
offense, ends the season with a 19.6
point average. Look for her, Cilia
Williams, Penny Sanchez, and
freshmen Sue Levin, Kathy
Crawford, Beth Bonbright, Spits
Dobbin, and Diane Gordon to lead
the team to victory next year,

NRBQ
& Shinbone Alley
Saturday, March 6 at 8:30
Washington Room - Trinity College
Limited number of $3.00 (50c off) tickets
available to Trinity students. Tickets will be
on sale in the Student Government Office,
starting Monday from 1-5 p.m.

Fencers Forward Four To Finals
by Freddie Foil
Last Saturday, the Trinity
Fencing Club placed third out of
the eleven schools participating in
the New England Inter-collegiate
Fencing Tournament (N.E.I.F.T.),
held at Fairfield University. The
team compiled an outstanding
40/20 win/loss record, and four
members of the six-man Trinity
team qualified for the Individual
Finals. Among the four was Dave
Weisenfeld, who took second place
in the sabre event.
In the team competition, M.I.T.
finished first, followed by Dartmouth and Trinity, Only one bout
separated Trinity from secondplace Dartmouth. ,__^..__J—Dave Weisenfeld, who finished 82 in the team competition, went
undefeated for 7 straight bouts
before falling to opponents from
Fairfield and Dartmouth. In the
Individual Finals, sophomore
Weisenfeld was involved in a threeway fence-off for first-place, and
came away with a second-place
medal.
Following
close
behind
Weisenfeld was fellow sabre fencer
Ken Crowe, who took fourth in the
same event. Freshman Crowe
went undefeated for 8 consecutive
bouts before losing to his last two
competitors from Brown and
Dartmouth.
In the epee event, Junior Rick
Dubiel also made the finals with an
8-2 record. During the finals,
Dubiel was expelled from the
competition for repeated corps a
corps (bodily contact) with a tough

M.I.T. opponent. Dubiel probably
would have taken first in New
England, having previously beaten
the first, second, and third place
winners by wide 5-1 margins.
Despite the suspension, Dubiel
finished fifth in epee. Like a true
existentialist, Dubiel calmly accepted responsibility for his actions, while officials, competitors,
and teammates freaked.
Co-captain Larry Glassman was
the fourth Trinity fencer to qualify
for the Individual Finals with a fine
8-2 record. Although Glassman
also finished fifth in foil, he at one
point had Mark Smith, an M.I.T.
fencer who finished second in the
Nationals, down by a score of 4-2.
Co-captain Lucien Rucci did
commendably well, finishing with
a 6-4 record for the day in epee.
Rucci was also indispensible in
procuring transportation and
equipment for the team.
Finally, there was Phil Brewer,
who was elected to attend the
N.E.I.F.T. after having only taken
up fencing this year in the gym
class. Although Brewer only
finished with a 2-8 record, he did
defeat Steve Holland, the Holy
Cross fencer who took second place
in foil last year.
Coach Spinella was pleased with
the team's performance, and their
impressive progress since last
year. In 1975, Trinity finished fifth,
and placed only one man in the
Individual Finals. Because all four
of those who qualified for the Individual Finals this year are un-

Classified

IN AN EFFORT to better serve the Trinity College Community each
issue will now contain a classified ad section. All ad copy must be in
to the Tripod office by Saturday, noon, the week prior to publication
Cost? An unbelievably low 12 words for $1.00 or multiple thereof (24
words, $2.001.10* per word thereafter. What better way to get rid of
those unwanted textbooks, pieces of furniture, get transportation
etc?'?? Box «'s will be assigned if stamped, seif-addressed envelope
is enclosed. Please note payment must accompany ad copy.
Name:
Address:
Tel.Mo.:

STUDENT CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM

Ad Copy:_

Payment Enclosed:

derclassmen, the Fencing Club is
confident that it will come in first
in the 1977 N.E.I.F.T.
As a last note of thanks, the •
Fencing Club would like to express
its gratitude to Mr. Karl Kurth, Jr.
and Mrs, Clara Fish of the Athletic
Dept. Without their generosity
and support, the Fencing Club
would not have been so successful
this year, and perhaps would have
been non-existent.

Skaters End
Pucked-Up Season
by Caleb D. Koeppel
The Trinity varsity ice hockey
team finished a disappointing
season last Saturday night with a
loss to Westfield State in a poorly
played game.
t
The loss put the Ice Bantams
record at five wins, fourteen
losses, and one tie for the season.
Injuries were a major cause for the
poor showing this season. In the
third game of the campaign, cocaptain and the team's premier
defenseman Jim Lenahan was
struck in the mouth with a puck
and lost to the team for the season,
This was only one of many injuries.
Last season's leading scorer
Tom Lenahan was sidelined for the
last 11 games of the season with a
broken wrist. Alan Plough and
Hank Finkenstaedt both missed
games due to knee injuries ana
Duffy Shea suffered through the
second half of the season on a"
injured ankle that caused him to.,
miss a few games.
. .,
The year did have its bngm
points too. The team's goaltenders,
juniors Tim Ghriskey and Tea
Judson, and freshman ./Ie°
Walkowicz played strongly a""
often brilliantly all season, keeping
the team in many games.
The team was comprised mostly
of freshman and sophomores, so *
good deal of responsibility fell on
the younger player's shoulders'
Freshman George Brickley led WJ
team on the offense with 18 goa °
and 4 assists for 22 points. Another
freshman, Peter Lawson-Johnston ,
played consistently on defense a".T
season.
'
n
There were only two seniors,0"
this year's team, co-captains N«*
Brady and Jim Lenahan, s0
Trinity's hockey fans should see an
experienced team take the ice nex
season.
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Swim Team Drowns, Loses Last Three

by Lane
The Trinity varsity swim team, looking lustfully for an upset
along with their swim suits, victory over W.P.I.; however
dropped their last three swim victory eluded the Trin. men. First
meets to end an outrageous 1-9 places were turned in by Rev. Rob
season. Fine efforts against W.P.I, Calgi in the 1000 yd. free, David
and Amherst resulted in hard "Macho" Teichmann who doubled
pressed losses, while an over in the 50 and 100 yd. freestyles, and
powering Wesleyan team tidal- sickly Scott MacDonald, who
waved to a victory.
stroked to a victory in the 500 yd.
freestyle. Other good perOn Feb. 12, an anxious and fly- formances were turned in by Steve
ridden Trinity swim team was Lloyd, second in the 200 yd. I.M.

Photo by Howard Lombard

e,

The Trinity Cheerleading Squad provides a warning to the
opposing team's bench prior to the Coast Guard game: "You
ain't going nowhere nowhere, you ain't going nowhere, hey!"

and 200 yd. Breastroke, and "Mr.
Explosion"—Ron Kaufman,
second in the 200 yd. backstroke.
The final score was WPI58, Trinity
38-.
On Feb. 20, an overwhelming
horde of Wesleyan swimmers
sacked the Trinity pool for an 80-30
win. The 400 yd. medley relay team
of Kaufman, Lloyd, Stewart, and
Ed Carpenter was murdered by the
opposing Wesleyan quartet. Calgi
salvaged two second place finishes
in the 1000 and 500 yd. freestyles.
Scott MacDonald let out a barbaric
cry and conquested two wins in the
200 yd. and 500 yd. free; and then
teamed up with Teichmann,
Stewart, and The Carp for a win in
the 400 yd. freestyle relay.
However the damages inflicted by
the unrelenting men from Middletown was too much as Trinity
tasted a hard fought defeat.
After the fiasco against Tufts, in
which only six swimmers showed
up, and only two first places turned
in by Trinity (Randy Brainerd in
both diving events), Trinity
prepared for their last dual meet of
the year against Amherst last
Saturday, Feb. 28. As the masses
assembled in the Trowbridge
Memorial pool to view the spectacle,Trinity sent in their crack
medley relay unit of no entry;
Amherst coasted' to an easy and
untested win. Rev. Calgi and Bob
Mesnard grabbed second and third
places respectively for Trin. in the
1000 free. MacDonald battled his
way to a decisive victory over his
two Amherst opponents in the 200

yd. freestyle, negating the hopes
by Amherst of a 1-2 sweep. After
this backbreaking victory, the
conservative Steve Lloyd and
Teichmann led the way to an
impressive one-two sweep in the
200 yd. Individual Medley. By the
first diving event, Trinity was
surprisingly only down by three
points, 20-23.
Randy Brainerd salvaged a third
place against tough competition in
the required diving. Rob "The
Gut" Meyer and Peter "The
Native" Wenig captured second
and third place finishes respectively in the gruelling 200 yd.
butterfly. Wally Stewart fought to
a third place finish in the 100 free.
The stage was then set for an exciting duel between leg man Ron
Kaufman and his Amherst foe in
the 200 backstroke. Kaufman,
shaved down for the meet, exploded off the blocks and took a
quick lead after the first 100 yds.
However, Kaufman was nosed out
at the finish, as he came in second
with his best time by four seconds.
The 500 yd. freestyle was a study of
contrasts between the crazy,
barbaric MacDonald and his calm
and civilized Amherst opponent.
MacDonald pounded out to an
early lead but his flu-ridden body

could take no more punishment as
he was edged out by his opponent
for first place. Lloyd then clinched
a second place finish in the 200 yd.
breastroke. Brainerd captured the
Trinity swimming team's final
points of the year with a well
earned second place finish in the
diving. The meet ended with
Amherst ahead, 73-40.
With his first and second place
finishes, Scotty MacDonald ended
up the year as the team's high
scorer with 94 pts. His tally put him
well ahead of last years dubious
high scorer. Sprinting specialist
David Teichmann closely trailed
MacDonald
in
scoring.
Breastroker specialist Steve
Lloyd, distance man Rob Calgi,
and diver Randy Brainerd rounded
out the top five scorers on the
team. Also performing well this
season were Wally Stewart, Ron
Kaufman, Rob Meyer, Ed Carpenter, Bob Mesnard, and Peter
Wenig. And so the Trinity Mermen
ended with a depressing and
frustrating 1-9 season. The high
points of the year included our new
swimsuits, the victory over Union,
and the occasional good looking
bovine who hung around the meets.
The team looks toward the future
with hopes of a change.
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOWS

Squasbettes Outshined at Yale
ib is \
first I

by Wendy Whiff
The Friday before Open Period
the Women's squash team
travelled to Wesleyan to play a
double match with U Penn and
Wesleyan. Neither team was able
to take a single match from the
Trinity squashettes. Unfortunately
the good news ends here. While
Trinity squashettes took advantage of Open Period to catch up
on work and the flu, the Yale
Women started heating up their
courts. On Tuesday after Open
Period the Trinity squashettes
were overwhelmed by a barrage of
Yale psyche tactics (which ranged
from posters encouraging the Yale
players to administer labotomies
to their Trinity opponents by
"smashing" them with their
racquets, to a packed (and very
pro Eli) gallery).
Sophie Bell gave Trinity rooters
high hopes as she took the first
game from her nationally ranked
Yalie opponent. Unfortunately the
Liberty Bell's tough attack was
cracked by her opponents' hard
serve which assumed superball
qualities in Yales' hot courts and
Yale had their first win.
Cackie Bastwick, in a hurry to
get to Boston, brought Trinity their
first win in the number two spot;
while Marion "Carter" DeWitt in
the number three spot also refused
to be daunted by her Yale foe.
Tracey Neilson was surprised to
learn that squash is a contact sport
when Yales' number five player
gave her a series of blows and

bruises that left Tracey in pain and
Yale tied with Trinity. Beth Dean
started to warm up in the third
game but by then her opponent had
12 points (and Beth seemed to be in
T^xas; stiji). Fortunately for
Trinity Nina McLane clicked
her Tretorns together three times,
shook her pigtails and put Trinity
back in the match with a three-all
tie.
As the lights went out in the
surrounding courts and the crowd
of growling Bulldogs shifted to
court number 2, Ellen Kelley
quickly discovered that her opponent (whom Ellen had beaten
hardily in the Howe Cups) had
been doing some practicing.
Locked in a life or death battle,
Ellen gave up the ghost after three
games. Final score, Yale 4 —
Trinity 3.
It should be noted that Trinity
beat Yale in the Howe Cups earlier
this season so it is perfectly all
right if the squashettes continue to
console themselves by blaming
their loss on open period. It should
also be noted that all 3 of the
teams' wins against Yale came
from Trinity's freshmen players,
which may or may not prove that
some things do not improve with
age.
Coach Jane Millspaugh was
hardly given a chance to worry
about the epidemic of seniorites
that seemed to be wiping out her

WOMEN'S LACROSSE
HORROR FUCK
SAT., MARCH 6

The entire team would like to
thank Mrs. Ruby, who kept us
supplied with everything from
bloomers to bobby pins and, of
course, Jane Millspaugh, who
bakes the meanest cheese cake in
Hartford.

body and our team this Spring! See
you Friday.
College Sport Shop
114 New Britain Avenue
* * Weekly Specials * *

CLEAN
UP
&
April 5-9, Budweiser and ABC Radio will
again sponsor National College Pitch In!
Week.
THE RULES ARE SIMPLE: Organize
a community improvement activity during
the week of April 5-9, document what you
accomplish, and send it to Pitch In!
THE REWARDS ARE GREAT: You get
a cleaner community and, if you win, a
$1000 or $500 cash award! Any number of
groups per campus may enter.
FOR MORE INFORMATION: Contact
your Dean of Student Activities or write
Pitch In! Week, Dept. C, c/o ABC Radio,
1330 Avenue of the Americas, New York,
N.Y. 10019.

T r i n i t y College nylon
satin windbreaker
reg. $22.50
NOW $13.95

MIDNIGHT
CINESTUDIO

Admission $1

2 CASES OF BEER!!

And so the sun sets on another
squash season. This weekend
Trin's toughest foursome Sophie
Bell, Cackie Bostwick, Marion
DeWitt, and Ellen Kelley are
headed for Dartmouth and the
Nationals. Meanwhile the rest of us
will stay at home and practice for
the all-school squash tournament.

I i s About Time

Important
organizational ted, dedicated cradlers on Friday,
meeting for all interested, talen- February 27th, Tansill Sport
Room, F.A.C., at 4:00 p.m. If
unable to attend — see Robin
Sheppard or Gail Andrews ext 453,
291. Do something good for your

BRING THIS ADVERTISEMENT
FOR FREE CHANCE AT

squad before the whole team was
back on the bus (Gus) headed for
Williamstown, Mass, for a double
match with Radcliffe and
Williams. It didn't take long for the
squashettes to defeat Radcliffe (70) as they'd been fortified with a
training meal of tab and cookies
(although it seems there are those
who would have preferred beets).
Thedcourts at Williams were extremely warm but the squashettes
were even hotter as they burned
through the Williams' team 6-3.
However, if the girls had only
known what rare treat was in store
for them, they would probably
have preferred to stay on the
courts. For those Trinity students
planning a visit to Williams in the
near future, be forewarned, a meal
at Williams makes Saga look like
French cuisine.

Brooks Track Shoe
reg. $23.95
NOW $18.95
;

"">•? - •-.• ••.toiiire e 8OCKJ25-4867^

@ Utr.Travel Chatters

Sperry Ladies Canvas
Topsider
rea. $14.95
NOWS9.95

PITCH IN! FOR AMERICA'S 200TH BIRTHDAY.
ENTER NATIONAL COLLEGE PITCH IN! WEEK TODAY.
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Sports
Hawks Hamper Hoopsters Hopes
by Jeff McPhee
Trinity
College's
varsity
basketball team dropped two of
three games this week, bowing to
Tufts 111-82, and Hartford 68-67;
with their lone victory coming
against Coast Guard, 68-64.
Tuesday night saw nationally
ranked number seven Tufts
College score 62 points in the
second half to defeat the Bants 11182 in Medford, Mass. It was not one
of the better performances by the
Trinity Cagers this year . . . nor
was it the worst:. The outstanding
and perhaps the deciding factor
was in the turnover department
where the Bants turned the ball
over 32 times to 18 for the hosts.
During the first half, the lead seesawed between the Jumbos and the
Bantams, with Tufts hanging on to
a slim six-point, 49-43 lead at the
half. Trinity fought back in the
second half and had closed the gap
to 64-60, but suddenly got very cold
and the Jumbos pulled away to
their winning margin.

Trinity got back on the winning
track Thursday night as they
defeated Coast Guard 68-64 at the
Ferris Athletic Center.
After Mike Mobley's opening
basket for Coast Guard, Trinity
reeled off 8 straight points and
were never overtaken. Trinity's
biggest lead was 9, 54-45 with eight
minutes to play.

JV's Drop Two
in the Bucket

In the next game against Coast
Guard, who lost only one game all
year, Trinity's efforts fell short.
After a see-saw battle all the way
through the middle of the second
half, Coast Guard pulled ahead.
Trinity had lead by two and then
minutes later fell behind by eight.
The Bants never recovered and the
game ended 65-52 Coast Guard.
The team shot an extremely poor
percentage from the floor and
therefore could not generate any
offensive punch. Ken Sarnoff lead
the team in scoring with 14 and
Steve Krasker also aided with 10. It
was a sloppy game with no individual having a particularly
strong output for the day.
The last game of the season was
played against U-Hart. There was
a favorable turnout of fans for the

w%

•

•

•

scored 10 unanswered points,
amassing a 49-43 lead with 15
minutes remaining. Trinity led by
as many as eight, 59-51, with 10
minutes to play, but fell victim to
that dreaded disease: the Tur-

'

Brent Cawelti hit on 70% of his
shots from the field and was a
perfect 4 for 4 from the Charity
stripe to tally 18 points, and Othar
Burks also chipped in with 18 for
the Bantams. Wayne Sokolosky
also hit in double figures for
Trinity as he tallied 10 points.
Cawelti led all rebounders with 11
caroms and Burks pulled down 8 to
help lead Trinity to a 36-26 board
advantage.

Next came the game everyone
was looking forward to: Trinity vs.
UHartford. The Bantam seniors
"We gave them too many had never defeated the Hawks. As
possessions. You can't give a team a matter of fact, it had been
the caliber of Tufts the ball that exactly 10 years since Trinity's last
. many times and expect to win. The victory over the Hartford Cagers.
turnovers hurt us," commented But alas, they did it again at
Trinity mentor Robie Shults,
Ferris, a 68-67 come-from-behind
victory for the Hawks of UHartThe Jurribos hit a blistering 58% ford.
from the floor, canning 46 or 79
shots. Trinity hit 35 of 64 from the
The first half was nip and tuck
field for 54%.
the Hawks quickly opening up
Wayne Sokolosky and Othar with
a
7
point
19-12 lead by the 12 minute
Burks poured 29 and 21 points
respectively for the 14 and 4 losers, mark. Consecutive hoops by Burks
while Brent Cawelti added 19, and McBride put the Bants within
Cawelti also pulled down game- 3,19-16. Trinity tied the game at 25
high rebounds of 14 and Mike when Othar Burks hit a 25-footer.
"Mistretta. chipped in with 10 Pete Switchenko put the Bants
ahead 29-27 with 7:30 left, but
caroms.

by Edwin Lichtig III
The Junior Varsity basketball
team had a tough week, but ended
the season with a 10-8 record. After
a slow start the team won eight out
of their last ten games.
The first game of last week was
against Trinity-Pawling, Trinity
was easily the much stronger team
as they dominated the game and
ran up a win margin of 34 points,
with the final score 96-62.
After the opening tip-off, each
team reeled off a basket and then
Trinity scored ten straight points
to lead 12-2. After that the Bantams
never fell back and went on to
crush their opponents,
Mike Daly pulled down a team
record high of 21 rebounds and also
lead in scoring with 21 points. John
Foley topped his double figures
performance of last game with 20
points while Dave Whalen and Bob
Rosenfield also hit with 16 and 15
points respectively.

Hartford's John Graham gave the
Hawks a two point 37-35 edge,
hitting two free throws with one
second on the clock.
Early in the second half, with the
Hawks ahead 43-39, the Cagers

game and this, along with the
tradition of rivalry really psyched
our team. We jumped out to a
small lead and increased the
margin to lead by 10 at the half.
Our players went to the locker
room with tremendous enthusiasm
for the second half. When the tipoff of the next stanza came the
teams traded baskets and it looked
as if Trin was coasting comfortably with the lead, Then the
Bants lost their concentration, as
well as the ball, and UHart picked
up 12 points and lead by 2 with only
43 seconds left.
Jack Thompson was then fouled,
and the ice cool Thompson sank
both key foul shots under
tremendous pressure. U-Hart then
scored one point and with eight
seconds remaining it was Trinity's
ball. Behind by one point "Cubes"
Krasker dribbled the length of the
floor and as the buzzer approached
he tossed up a desperation shot
which nearly dropped. It could well
have been the best game of the
year; but Trinity just missed a
tremendous ending with that 58-57
loss.
Ken Sarnoff had 22 points and 11
rebounds while Steve Krasker and
John Bridge had 12 and 10 points
respectably.
Overall, the J.V.'s had a very
successful season. Not only did
they end with a 10-8 record, but
they did so in a fine comeback
style. Midway through the season,
with their record at 2-6, the junior
Bants reeled off seven straight
wins and boomed their record to 96. Through their team growth and
improvement in both ability and
confidence, the young Bants have
shown that they are ready to don
the varsity uniform next year.

nover. The last seven minutes
proved fatal for the Bants, as they
could only drop in a total of six
points. Bill Brown put Hartford up
for good canning a free-throw to
put the Hawks ahead 66-65 with 53
seconds remaining. Then, a controversial and game-deciding call
was made. Trinity was in
possession of the ball with 14
seconds remaining, when Burks
threw a pass underneath to Brent
Cawelti. Cawelti pivoted, put the
ball to the floor, and was called for
travelling. On the in-bounds pass,
Mike Mistretta fouled Bill Brown
who hit both ends of the ensuing
one-and-one situation which gave
the Hawks a commanding 68-65
lead with
seven seconds
remaining. That was the ball
game.
Othar Burks led all Trinity
scorers with 16 and Brent Cawelti
and Wayne Sokolosky threw in 12
and 11 points respectively. Cawelti
hauled down 10 rebounds and
Mistretta and Pete Switchenko
added eight and seven caroms to
help the varsity cagers to a 40-31
board advantage over the visitors.
After the Hartford game, Coach
Shults remarked that the loss
shouldn't hurt Trinity's chances
for post-season tournament berth.

Photo by Howard Lombard

Senior Guard and Co-Captain Steve Haydasz looks for the
open man in action against Tufts. Haydasz returned to the
line-up two weeks ago after sustaining an ankle injury early
in the season.

"I don't know what this will do to
our tournament chances. It's hard
to say how the selection committee
will feel about a one-point loss to a
Division II team."

Poorly-Seeded Wrestlers
Sprout in New Englands
by Karl Kradle
Last Thursday afternoon, a
small contingent of Trinity
grapplers travelled to Williams
College in Williamstown, Mass.,
for the annual New England Small
College Wrestling Championships.
Partially because of Trinity's low
position in the hierarchy of
wrestling power in New England,
and partially because of an
abundance of wrestling talent
throughout the tournament's
weight classes, all of Trinity's
wrestlers were poorly seeded.
However, after a long, hard season

ot training, the Bantam wrestlers
were not to be denied.
After the first day of wrestling,
Chip Meyers in the 118 lb. weight
class, Mike O'Hare in the 177 lb.
class, and Dave Coratti at 190 all
had made it into the consolation
wrestlebacks. After another
strenuous day of wrestling, both
Meyers and O'Hare had secured
the sixth place positions of their
respective weight classes. Coratti,
after beating Amherst's Fucci in
the semi-final round of consolation
wrestlebacks, was on his way to
wrapping up third place before his
opponent did a job on his nose.

Dave consequently had to forfeit
the bout and accept fourth place
honors. As the tournament drew to
a close, the Trinity contingent
grabbed one more award as Coach
Taylor received "Best Dressed"
honors.
Concerning the tournament as a
whole, Springfield's Chiefs, the
perennial favorites, once again
captured top honors. Mass.
Maritime, Amherst, and Coast
Guard were also among the
tournament's top finishers. As a
whole, though the quality of
wrestling was excellent throughout
the whole tournament, unfortunately the same cannot be
said for the quality of the
refereeing. With regards to the
sumptuous meals provided for the
tournament's wrestlers, let it
suffice to say that Trinity s
wrestlers will no longer complain
about Mather Hall's culinary efforts.
On Sunday, February 22, Coach
Dick Taylor took two of nS
wrestlers, Pete Bielak and Scott
Goddin, to the New England J.V.
Championships at M.I.T.
Scott Goddin, wrestling at 150
lbs., fared fairly well. He won his
first two matches wrestling witn
end-of-the-season fire and determination. He fell short in the finals,
however, losing 5-0 on the basis 01
one unfortunate first-period move.

Photo by Howard Lombard

Brent Cawelti (center), winner of the 1976 Basketball
Team's Intrasquad 1-on-l championship tournament
receives congratulations from Dave Weseleouch U) and
Mike Mistretta, Tournament director, Brent defeated Wayne
Sokolosky in the final game to capture the title and the purse.

Pete "Giant-Killer" Bielak ran
into a couple of giants, in both tne
semi-finals and the consolation
rounds. Together, his two opponents weighed 500 pounds, while
Pete weighs only 195. Consequently, Pete did not fell eitner
of these behemoths.
Both these wrestlers are to be
congratulated for making tnis
endeavor following a very trying
dual match with Williams the day
before.

